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ABSTRACT 
With accelerating technological changes and the increasing dependency on 
the electronic cenputer , the taak of relocating or changing out a 
computer without disrupting the activitiea supported by it will continue 
to be a large and riaky project. 
Aa the dependency on a computer and the complexity of the aove increase, 
it becoaes harder and harder to find a reliable and proven method for 
approaching the problem of relocating a data processing installation. 
This paper provides such a proven method. 
Becauae there are so many concurrent activitiea during a computer aove 
that must be synchronized precisely, any delaying problem will threaten 
the succeaaful completion of the move.  There is a liaited amount of 
time that any organisation can survive without computer processing 
power; so, the risk of exceeding this limit muat be controlled and 
reduced aa much as possible. 
To reduce risk and to prepare for a successful aove, goals and 
objectives auat be clearly underatood that will guide planners toward 
aelecting reasonable and feaaible aove atrategiea. 
Planning ia the underlying secret of success.  Understanding what aight 
happen in the future and having a course of action ready to deal with 
any possible situation is the only way to prepare for an upcoaing 
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computer aove.  Thu is easily •aid, but difficult to achieve.  There 
are many analytical and subjective toola available to aid in planning. 
Cetting organized ia the firat iaportant taak in aove preparation. 
Appointing a Hove Manager and selecting a Hove Teas must be done early 
and with great care and thought.  Developing backup and alternate plana 
ia the aecond moat iaportant work that aust be done.  What if this part 
of the plan does not work, what will we do?  Proviaiona for running the 
ongoing work while the computer ia out of action aust be developed and 
tested . 
Scheduling will tie all of the preparation together.  A aove schedule 
must be prepared that ia as detailed as a atage director's script.  A 
lot of down time and risk can be eliainated by detailed and analytical 
scheduling.  There are many acheduling joba that aust be done froa: when 
should the aove begin to what order work teaaa will eat aeala. 
Everything aust have a time to begin and a time to end. 
Creat care must be taken in deciding what will be moved to where along 
what route and in what order.  Coaputera are heavy and bulky and can be 
daaaged eaaily.  It will not matter if the aove waa coapleted oo 
achedule if the computer is daaaged and will not work. 
Everything in a new facility aust be tested to be sure that it will 
support the coaputer once it has been moved in and installed. 
Contract! auat be aigcied. Agreements to coaait resource* auat be aade; 
and all who will be involved aust be informed as to what is expected of 
then. 
The method described herein has been ajmthesized from many aources 
including the experiences of successful coaputer aove projects, and has 
been applied to and proven valid with the coaputer aove project at Air 
Products and Cheaicala, Inc., March 1976. 
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
The Problem Defined 
Over the age* man has developed and depended on hia machinea.  Han with 
hia great ingenuity haa alwaya been able to make do when one of hia 
miraculoua devicea failed to perform ita deaignated dutiea.  It haa not 
been until recently that man haa become ao dependent on particular 
machinea that hia aurvival dependa on them.  The electronic data 
proceaaing computer ia one auch device.  Thia machine, on* of man'a moat 
amazing inventiona, haa become an integral part of the daily eventa of 
Twentieth Century man. 
There are volume* written on how to uae computera to aolve man'a 
problem* and improve hia life.  There ia alao a great fund of knowledge 
pertaining to how to keep theae incredible machinea doing what they are 
intended to do.  Inevitably, the aituation will ariae when a computer 
that ia heavily depended on will have to be relocated or replaced due to 
any one of the reaaona that will be diacuaaed later.  It ia at thia time 
that the inventory of man'a knowledge becomea thin and ia unable to 
provide anawera to preaaing queationa. 
Thia, then, ia the problem: a great need exiata for a method that can be 
uaed when approaching the relocation of an electronic data proceaaing 
computer along with the reaourcea it requirea to perform ita deaignated 
functiona.  Thia method muat anawer the queationa that will allow plane 
Co be Bade Chat will ainiaize the iapact and the riak of being without 
the coaputer for an extended period of tiae. 
Diaenaiona aud Liaitationa of Thia Paper 
Any aubject worthwhile auat be balanced between generality and detailed 
facta.  In thia paper aoae liaitationa auat be placed on the univerae of 
coaputera diacuaaed to allow the facta to take on needed value. 
The firat liaitation will be placed on the aize of the electronic data 
processing coaputer and supporting reaourcea.  For the purpoaea of thia 
paper, only above average to large coaputera will be diacuaaed.  Thia ia 
not to ainiaize the probleaa aaaociated with relocating nailer aodela 
but, aa the inatallationa get larger, the aaount of uaeful knowledge on 
thia aubject decreaaea. 
The aecond liaitation will be placed on the criticality of the functiona 
perforaed by the coaputer to be aoved.  The need for information and a 
method of approach ia greatly reduced when the functiona perforaed by 
the coaputer are not critical to health, aafety, and aurvival.  Only 
coaputera that perform functiona critical to the health and aafety of 
organizationa, inatitutiona, and mankind in general, will be cooaidered 
in thia paper. 
At thia point, a coapariaon can be drawn between coaputera performing 
real-time control of a nuclear power atation for a large metropolitan 
area   .ind   .1   larfi1 ,   nvj 11 i -pr oc<- n nor    1 n« t .11 1 .1t 1 on   supporting   a   huge 
multi-national   corporation.      The   mc   types   o(   problera*   th.it   deal   with 
tin-   complexity   of    lopint ic«   .ind   controlling    a    large   tveaber    of   fVfnt« 
nimt   be   solved   when   considering   .1   large   corporation.      The   power   plant 
computer   relocation   will   have   to   solve   problems   in   nchi'du 1 1 ng   .ind   t he 
minimization   of    great    rink.      The   element    common   to   both    1*   .1   critical 
function   that   must   be   performed   to  maintain   the   health   and   safety   of   the 
■ ictivity   the   computers   are    intended   to   support.       In   both   c.i»e«   .1 
dependable   method   in   needed   to   insure   .1   successful   computer   change-out 
or   re 1 oc .i t i on . 
The   I.int    limitation   on   this   paper    is   that   only   computers   that    are 
relocated   or   changed-out   will   be   addressed.      It    is   the   intent   of   this 
paper   not    to  discuss   the   first   computer   situations   for   one   main   remon: 
these   computers   do   not    perform   .1   critical    function   before   the   time   of 
installation.      It    is   true   that    in  many   instances   directly   after 
installation   theBe   computers   are   critical    to   the   activities   they 
support,   but    the   problems   that   must   be   dealt   with   here   are   only   .1   subset 
of   the   problems   that   must   be   addressed   when   relocating   or   changing-out 
an   existing   critical   computer   activity. 
This   paper    is   the   result   of   the   analysis   of   successful   computer   moves 
(2,3,'*, 7).      There   is   very   little   documentation   regarding   unsuccessful 
ventures   lor   several   reasons:    it   has   only   been   in   recent   times   thJt   this 
type   of   problem   existed   at    all.      There   have   been   failures   but   due   to   the 
severe   ramifications   and   personal   embarrassment,    few   of   these   cases   find 
their   way    into   print.      because   of    the   great    ritki,   great    .«3'int •   of 
rcBO'irci'i   go   into   in«'ir inf   the   required    I'ICCI'II. 
It    in   mport nnt    to   realize   that    thia   paper    la   not    a   cookbook   on   hov   to 
relocate   .1   large   or   critic.il   data   proceaaing    i na t a 1 1 fl t i on .      There   art* 
many   nitu.ition.il    and   cmotion.il    issues   involved    in   relocation   activities 
.ind   these   ianiiva  make   each   relocation   project   <iniq>ie   and   to   a   large 
extent   different    from   .ill    others.       It    ia   possible,    though,    to   analyze 
the   commonality   within   the   existing   examples   of   successful   computer 
re 1 oc a t i on/i   .ind   to   identify   common   elements   that    are    independent   of   the 
unique   or   loo il    situations.      These   elements   can   be   grouped   together    into 
an   approach   which   can   be   applied   to   a   class   of   related   problems.      The 
common   elements   of   a   successful   move   are   straight    forward    in   themaelvea. 
It    IB   the   proper   combination,   balance,   and    integration   of    all   of    the 
appropriate   elements   that   will   produce   the   deaired   re-aulta. 
It    should   be   clear   by   now   that,   although   this   paper   will   deal   with 
large-scale   examples,   the   benefits   of   a   logical    and   successful   approach 
can   be   of   value    in   different    proportions   when   applied   to   the   problena 
involved   with   relocating   smaller   or    leaa   critical   coenputera   and 
electronic   data   processing   installations.      So   then,   thia   paper   ia   the 
discussion   of   an   approach   to   a   family   or   class   of   management    problems 
centered   around   relocating,   reconfiguring,   or   changing-oul   electronic 
data   processing   installations. 
CHAPTER 2 - THE DIMENSIONS - CAUSE, COST, AND BISK 
The Cause of the Problem 
Accelerating change ia the ■ain cauae of the probleaa in relocating a 
data proceaaing inatallation.  Society deaanda aore gooda and aervicea 
than ever before and the rate of increase acceleratea with every paaaing 
televiaion commercial.  National econoaicea are planned and aanaged by 
the hugh, ault i-national corporations.  Ext ready large organitationa 
are aanaged by groups of corporate executivea and controlled by large 
and coaplicated data proceaaing networks. 
There is hardly a product, a aervice, or an activity in Twentieth 
Century life that ia not dependent on autoaation.  A great aaovint of 
autoaation ia computer controlled.  Plants covering acrea can be aanaged 
by a handful of men with the aaaiatance of coaputers. 
Aviation, rail, sea, and apace travel have grown to a aagnitude beyond 
the phyaical capabilitiea of the aen reaponeible for aanaging and 
controlling thea.  Coaputers have been enliated to keep order in thia 
hectic aegaent of aodern life. 
Medical centera have put coaputera to work in aedical analysis. X-ray, 
brain scanning, research, atatiatical analysis, surgery, etui hospital 
sdainistration.  Without a doubt Ban's increased life spaa can Co soae 
degree be attributed to coaputer technology applied to aedical science. 
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Thia discussion can go on snd on, including government, science, 
■ilitary, and so on.  But, the point being asde is that the life of 
modern man is complex.  It is really not important to determine if 
computers sre the cauae of thia complexity or contribute to the cure. 
The fsct is that large computers are critical to our way of life and our 
survival in the Twentieth Century, and will be more eo in the future. 
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Compounding the problem is the growth in the population of installed 
computers. As. described in C. P. Lecht's THE WAVES OP CHANCE. COMPUTES 
WORLD, Aprial 18, 1977, it is estimated that there were three thousand 
installed computers in 1959.  In 1975, just 16 years later, there were 
an estimsted one hundred snd fifty five thousand computera inatalled. 
By 1985 there may be over five hundred thouaand inatalled.  Computera 
are becoming part of all aapecta of our livea. 
Computer technology has improved and refined thia amazing tool from the 
Hark I of 1939 and the 1946 ENIAC to the giant data processing devicea 
of today.  The ENIAC covered 1800 square feet of floor space end require 
18,000 vacuum tubes to operate. Today, all of that processing power 
plus a lot more can be stored in s few miniaturized electronic 
components and require only a few square feet of floor apace in the 
corner of a r< 
The cost of these miraculous devices is another element of the problt 
Although the power, capabilitiea, and functions have increased at 
exponential rates, the coata have decreased dramatically to a point 
where it ia not a luxury to own and operate a computer any aore. 
The cauae of the problem ia clear: Coaputers through technology can 
provide great aaaiatancc in problem aolving, decision aaking, and 
control.  At the aaaie t iae their coata are decreaaing which aakea thea 
applicable to alaoat any aituation.  The dependency on these aachinea 
has increaaed aubatantially and will continue to do ao in the future. 
The new and nore powerful generations are coaing off the asseably lines 
every year.  Change-outa and relocations of electronic data proceaaing 
equipment have beeone, and will increasingly be a aignificant problem 
for modern management. 
What Are the Costs? 
The measurement of an activity or a project in terms of cost provides a 
universal and well understood yardstick for analyais and decision 
aaking.  There are volumes written on coat analyaia and feaaibility 
studies.  Reviewing this is not our current task.  It ia iaportant 
though to apend aoae time discussing the dimensions of costs that are 
involved with the relocation of a large or critical electronic data 
processing computer. 
There are related costs that can be categorized acroas a range froa the 
finite to the subjective.  In aost instancea the total coat of a 
relocation or computer change-out ia high, but if done poorly, or if 
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problema develop, the coat can be astronomical. 
The moat atraight forward are the out-of-pocket coata.  These coata deal 
with aervicea, stand-by capability, moving equipment, manpower, 
overt i«e, extra aecurity, duplicate equi patent , c maul ting feea, rented 
computer tine, and tranaport ation during the aiove. 
The next category of related coata could be thought of aa indirect 
coata.  Theae coata repreaent the expenditure of reaourcea but cannot be 
totally identified.  Examples of theae coata might include ataff 
employees aaaigned to the relocation project, routine aervicea generally 
available to the organiration, employeea made idle due to dovn time in 
preparation or during the move, delaya in caah flow or ahipaenta, and 
overtime in organitationa or department* dependent on the aervicea of 
the computer. 
The third and moat aubjective coat category are the opportunity coats. 
Theae coata result from diverting reaourcea from exiating important 
activitiea.  Theae coata may include the coata aaaociated with unsolved 
problems due to computer downtime, information needed but delayed due to 
move preparation and downtime, loat control of critical activities and 
disruption of sctivitiea and procedurea. 
The point to remember here ia not the actual coata but that there are a 
wide range of coata brought into any computer relocation decision.  When 
alternative plana, approachea, and procedurea are evaluated, it will be 
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critical to include aoae representation of all related coata to aee 
clearly the effect of proposed plena. 
What Are The RiakaT 
The riaka of future events, either expected or unexpected, will be the 
central, binding thread of thia paper.  If life were completely 
predictable and without exception, there would be no need to prcaent 
■ore than a check liat or a cookbook on what to do firat, aecood, ao on. 
Life ia not that aimple,  particularly, in the buaineaa of relocation 
data proceaaing equipment.  The riaka range froai the aimple: "Something 
may go wrong." up to: "The equipment may be involved in an accident and 
be completely destroyed."  Obviously the ramificationa of theae two 
examples carry different levels of severity and may completely change 
the anticipated aucceaa of the overall relocation project. 
It may be important to reatate at thia time that only large, complex, 
and/or functionally critical computer relocationa are being conaidered 
here.  The same risks are a part of all relocation projecta, big or 
small, but the arborescent backlaah would clearly be quite different. 
Although not academically baaed. Murphy'a Lawa ahov dramatically why 
riak muat be conaidered within every activity of computer relocation 
planning. 
1.  In any field of acientific endeavor, anything that can 
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go wrong, will   go wrong, 
2. Left   to  thnicWei,   things  will   always  go  from bad   to 
wone. 
3. If there ia the possibility of several thinga going 
wrong, the one that will go wrong ia the one that will 
do the noat damage. 
l*.     Nature alwajra aidea with the HIDDEN FLAW. 
5.  If everything aeeaa to be going well, you have obviously 
overlooked something important. 
Of course, then there is O'Flaherty'a Correlary: 
Hurphy waa an optimiat. 
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CHAPTEE 3 - ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 
Hiatory 
When the firat computers were being installed, aany tiaea they were 
built fraa scratch right in the building that they were to be used in. 
Thia wn the caae in the 1940'a with Mark I and EM AC.  With the 
combined advancea in coaputer technology, aodular construction of 
interchangeable components and the increaaing demand for general purpose 
electronic data processing coaputers, data processing equipment was 
installed, rearranged, and moved in a aanner aiailar to that used for 
other machines used in industry. 
As technology continued to iaprove and as the individual needs for sort 
processing power grew, new computers replaced existing ones.  The 
functions these devices performed were important, but due to the liaited 
integrated use, the task of relocation or chsnge-out waa only a matter 
of atopping the activity altogether, reverting to a manual aubatitute, 
or using someone else's computer until the new one waa available. Then 
the time pressure of today was not a great factor. 
The dependency and complexity did grow and the time factor became 
important.  Machines had to be disassembled, moved, reassembled, and 
tested within a ahorter period of time in order to be ready for 
prearranged processing cycles.  In some instances, other computers had 
to be installed in parallel to aupport on-going functiona while the main 
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computer waa removed and a new one installed end tested.  During thia 
phaae the time perioda were aeaaured in weeks.  The risk factora 
increased due to the acre complex and fragile electronic components. 
The cost fsctors slso began to increaae because of the larger logiatical 
problems encountered. 
The next phase involved the improvement in the support facilities for 
computers.  New air conditioning and power requirements had to be met. 
Insurance carriers required better fire detection and prevention 
capabilities and space for future growth waa a critical element of any 
new computer site.  Relocation planning waa made somewhat easier during 
these times, primarily because most moves were synchronized with machine 
upgrades.  The new computers would be delivered, installed, and tested 
in the new facility while the old computer aatisfied existing 
requirements.  When the testing waa completed, work would be transferred 
from the old computer to the new one and the old computer would be aold 
or returned to the vendor.  Thia waa not aeen aa unneceasary cost 
becauae during thia phase a hardware upgrade many timea required a 
significant software upgrade also.  Having the two computers made 
software development and testing much more productive. 
Today life is much more complicated.  With the development of integrated 
data processing, time sharing services, national and international 
commmnicationa networks, electronic banking, computer aaaiated aurgery, 
and the like, the time horizon that a computer can be out of action is 
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meaaured in ainutea, and in aany caaea, aeconda.  How, then, do you aove 
a computer,  upgrade it or change it outT 
In approaching a aubject aa large and aa complex aa the one being 
diacuaaed, the firat atep ahould be the aetting of goala and objectivea 
for the taak to be performed. 
Coala and Objectivea 
Each organitation for each computer move auat develop a clear, written 
understanding of the principal goala and objectivea that will be part of 
all nove planning and activitiea.  Theae atatementa ahould be at the 
level of importance that if only theae goala and objectivea are 
achieved, if all elae faila, in other worda, the aove will be cooaidered 
a complete aucceaa. 
The following are conaidered to be goala or objectivea that could be 
utilized when deacribing a computer move: 
-Minimize all reaaonable riaka 
-Minimize out-of-pocket coata 
-Minimize the riak of putting the organization out of buaineaa 
-Minimize the coat to uaera 
-Provide coverage to critical teleproceaaing activity 
-Minimize the riak of damage to the equipment 
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-Continue to provide one hundred percent of contract service 
-Hinimixe worat caae poaaibilitiea 
-Support critical functiona with no interruption in processing 
-Complete the move in X daya 
Thia ia not an exhauative liat, of courae, and there ia a wider range of 
objectivea represented here than would normally be aaaociated with any 
one move.  Whatever the right combination, the remainder of the planning 
and preparation activitiea ahould focua on and expand only theae goals 
and objectivea. 
Some Baaic Hodela 
There ia no one right anawer to the question: "What atrategy ahould be 
uaed to aucceaafully relocate electronic data proceaaing equipmentT" 
There are general groupinga of atrategiea that will be outlined for 
reference.  Each repreaenta a different balance between coat, riak, 
exposure time, logiatical aupport , and the probability of aucceaa. 
Model 1 - Shut it down and move it 
Thia alternative aeeaa simple, but it ia the moat riaky.  It involvea 
picking an advantageoua period of time and, with no real contingency 
plana, juat moving the computer.  The main advantage ia that if all go«a 
well the out-of-pocket coat ia inaignificant.  If thinga go poorly, 
however, the reaulta could be deviatating.  Thia model can only be uaed 
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if there is in fact aoae reasonable period of tiae during which thv 
computer ia not needed.  Hopefully, thia period will be longer than the 
tiae required to relocate or change out the equipaent.  Catch up tiae 
auat be added to the aove tiae extending the expected downtiae of thia 
alternative. 
Model 2  - Schedule the aove with a aachine change out 
Many tinea a aove and a machine change out can be synchronised.  The new 
machine goea to the new aite and ia aet up and tested while the old 
coaputcr aupporta the processing load.  When all ia well at the new aite 
the load ia shifted and the old machine ia sold or returned to the 
vendor.  There is no downtiae and the expoaure tiae ia liaited.  Thia 
model ia low on the riak acale.  There ia additional coat due to aachine 
overlap and dual facility operation.  The planning ia atraight forward 
and the vendor will be more than willing to help aake the job go 
smoothly.  There is one disadvantage in that aany tiaea thia aodel ia 
juat not appropriate. 
Hodel 3 - Offload work to tiae aharing aervice 
In thia aodel all processing will be shifted over to a tiae aharing 
aervice.  Then the aachinea will be moved or changed out and the load 
will be moved back. Thia ia one of the aore expenaive and complicated 
aodela. With a lot of processing hours, data and aaater files, it aay 
be difficult to find aervice bureaua that can handle all of the work. A 
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large ccaaninicationa commitment may also cause problems.  If this aodel 
fits, it is low on Che risk/ exposure scale.  It docs involve working at 
■ore than one facility, and depending on compatibility, there may be a 
lot of preparation required.  Move elapsed tiae is dependent on 
available rental computer tiae.  There ia a large logiatical problea 
moving data and reports to and froa the aervice bureau. 
Model U  -  Offload work to neighbor with capacity 
This aodel is very similar to Model 3 in that another existing data 
processing facility is utilized to support the workload.  In this aodel 
the coat will be a lot lover, but so will the chance of getting the 
required computer tiae.  Incompatibilities aay be greater but neighborly 
cooperation will also be greater.  Planning will have to synchronize the 
activities of two organization and, if thinga get tough for the 
neighbor, you may be pushed out at the laat minute.  The same logiatical 
problems exist as in Model 3, but the diatance aay be leaa. 
Teleprocessing may be out if compatible capabilities are not available. 
There are very few large data processing facilitiea with exiating 
capacities great enough to accept another large processing load. 
Model 5 - Duplicate the configuration and awap 
Model 5 is siailar to Model 2 in concept, the difference being that 
identical equipment ia obtained.  In thia way two aitea with aiailar 
capabilitiea are available and the ahift of the work load can be aade 
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and all testing can be done with a complete backup facility available. 
Once the ahift ia made, the original equipment ia exchanged for Chat at 
the new aite plua aoae mount of money for the short-term uae of the 
equi patent uaed.  Thia model can range froa duplicating the entire 
configuration down to juat duplicating and awapping certain critical 
component*.  Thia model ia expenaive but greatly reduce* the risk of 
being left without proceaaing power due to aome miahap.  For large 
installations it may be hard to find uncommitted hardware that exactly 
duplicatea the exiating equipment.  Without the exact match, additional 
development and teating time will be required to inaure compatibility. 
Model 6 - Piggybacking one at a time 
Piggybacking ia a good model for multiple processor movea.  One of 
aeveral processors can be completely relocated and teated before the 
next ia moved, and ao on until all have been relocated.  The key element 
ia the temporary decreaae in proceaaing power.  The riak of thia model 
ia a function of the exceaa proceaaing capacity available during each 
atep of the move.  Planning and acheduling are fairly complicated but 
out-of-pocket coata are relatively low.  The greater the number of 
proceaaing unita available, the lover the individual riak of taking any 
one out of action during a move.  A lot of large aitea fall into thia 
category, but far too many do not. Many large or critical electronic 
data proceaaing applications are aingle proceaaor baaed.  Different 
combinationa within thia model are poaaible: for example peripheral 
unita can be piggybacked from one ayatem to another to increaae the 
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processing povcr of a ■•chine temporarily without greatly endangering 
the total processing availability. 
Model 7 - Hove when computer is not needed 
This model is of value when a machine ia required seaaoaally or for 
certain events.  In other words, computers can be moved or changed out 
at will in off seasons or idle times aa long m»  they are reeVy to go on 
schedule.  A good example are computers needed for processing income tax 
returns.  By scheduling the move wisely, the risk, expense, and planning 
are greatly simplified.  To some extent every site experiences some 
element of this model.  Holidays, weekenda, and vacations may be off 
times.  On the other hand, it may be difficult to find people willing to 
work on a move at this time. 
Hodel 8 - Peak load rental 
Some computer vendors offer a rental package covering some limited 
number of months use of non-backordered computer hardware.  The rate ia 
high relative to long-term agreements but the commitment is very 
short-term.  It is rare to find an exact duplicate of existing hardware 
so a learning, development, and teating phaae muat be associated with 
the rental hardware. Many timea moves take leas than a week to 
complete, so the three or four months minimum rental coat may be too 
expensive.  As the demand for computers increaaea, the availability of 
thia type of an arrangement may be limited. Move scheduling must be 
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synchronized with ■•chine availability. 
Model 9 - Alwaya have a spare 
Some applications are so critical that backup or apare computer 
components are already available aa normal atandby.  If thia ia the 
cue, theae components can be used aa primary processing units during 
the change out or move.  The key and obvious drawback to thia model ia 
that now standby or backup components are no longer available and a 
higher level of riak ia preaent during that period of time. 
Host facilities cannot afford completely unutilized atandby computer 
systems but have critical atandby or infrequently used componenta that 
may be utilized in a aimilar manner during a move. 
General Rules 
There are a few general rules of thumb that emerge from theae 
alternative move models.  They are aa follows: 
-To minimize the element of risk, the exposure time or the elapsed 
time of the move must be aa abort aa possible. 
-Most move models involve at leaat one computer in addition to the 
one being moved. 
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-Wherever a critical component exiata, so lie* the eource of 
potentially deviatating problems. 
-The tiae to debug a new facilitiy or a new arrangement takea at 
leaat aa long aa the tiae to phyaically move the hardware. 
-A move model that ia aimple haa a higher probability of aucceaa 
than one that ia complicated. 
-The actual out-of-pocket coat ia often not the key deciaion iaaue 
in aelecting an appropriate aove aodel. 
-Moat aucceaaful movea include coabinationa of the above Mentioned 
general aodela 
-Any move will be a major event in the life of the organitation 
involved. 
-A let of planning tiae ia needed 
-All movea had aoae for* of emergency backup planning in caae major 
probleaa occurred in getting atarted on the new facility. 
The remainder of thia paper will expand the elementa of theae aodela and 
will diacuaa aeChoda and techniquea for reducing the inherent riaka, 
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minimising Che total cost, simplifying the procedures, six) generally 
increasing the probability of success of any computer move, change out 
or relocation. 
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CHAPTER 4 - PLANMINC 
An Overview of Hove Planning 
Webater'a New College Dictionary definea planning aa "1.  A acthod for 
achieving an end; 2. A detailed formulation of a program of action; 3. 
An orderly arrangement of parta of an overall deaign or objective." 
Everything being diacuaaed in thia paper falla under the definition of 
planning.  A computer move can be broken into two phaaea: one ia a 
planning phaae and the aecond ia an execution phaae.  Ninety percent of 
all move project time will be apent in planning becauae it ia the 
keyatone to aucceaa in moving an electronic data proceeding facility 
from one place to another. Without adequate planning or advanced 
deciaion making, the move will be deatined to get bogged down in 
confuaion, disruption, and failure. 
Computer move planning can be compared with a miliary operation quite 
eaaily.  Objectivea muat be aet; achedulea muat be developed to link 
indepedent eventa; organizationa and groups of individuala muat be 
trained and organized; men, materials, and machines muat be tranaported 
and their activitiea aupported.  Finally all plana muat work perfectly 
to avoid a diaaateroua outcome. 
Planning will be done at many levels of detail.  The critical path will 
be discovered and key eventa will be identified that muat be handled 
properly to aaaure the auccess of the total move project.  Planning 
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cannot be done in a VACUUM.  Many points of view and interest* auat be 
heard and incorporated into planning activities.  All plena auat be 
documented clearly and accurately.  No plan ia truly finished until it 
is written down end agreed to by all involved. 
What ia involved in planning anyway?  Planning is a complicated and 
artiatic for* of activity.  There are no clear rulea or formulas for how 
to perform this function.  There are only guidelinea and activities that 
should be included during the course of this procedure. 
1. Forecasting conditions and environmental acanning 
It is important to understand the environment in which the move 
will take place.  The influences impacting on it within the 
controllable environmental boundaries must be understood and 
measured.  The direction and apeed of growth of controllable 
and noncontrollable influences must be incorporated into any 
planning activity. 
2. Setting Objectives and Coals 
Objectives and goals are the manifestation of the essence of m 
project or the end point that must be strived for.  If the goal 
is clear in the eyes of planners and support functionaries, all 
activitiea will be coordinated and will work toward the same 
enda. 
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3. Programming Work and Coordination 
A road nap is needed to enable planners to transcend frcai the 
present to the future described in the goals and objectives. 
This is accomplished by programming component work activities 
and coordinating the rudiments of technique and technology. 
4. Securing and Budgeting Resources 
All important activities require a critical mass of resources 
to be committed to them.  Budgeting can be aeen aa a 
requirement aimed at augmenting the atrategy for achieving the 
move goals and objectives. 
5. Communications 
Communicating ideas, thoughts, and goals is the catalyat 
required to make the planning activity work.  It ia eaaential 
that individuals are aware of the boundaries directions, and 
speeds associated with move activities. 
Why is Hove Planning So Imporant? 
Simply stated, people have to know what to do under all and any 
circumstances, changea, and emergencies that may occur as a result of 
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Che move.  Computer■ are moved  every day with a high degree of aucceaa. 
In any computer aove there ia a multitude of diverae and unpredictable 
probleaa and emergencies that can and aany tinea do become part of a 
computer aove.  Because of thia aeveral daya of down time cat) be 
expected.  It ia the unexpected or unprepared for down tiae that will bt 
deviatating.  The proper preaove planning will ainiaize the inability to 
deal succesafully with probleaa and will greatly reduce the riak of 
being without the coaptuer longer than an organization can tolerate. 
Planning will take aany form and will reaulta in innumerable document a, 
reports, and liata.  The following repreaenta the aiaplified 
representation of aajor planning categoriea: 
Hove Tean Organization 
As will be aeen in the chapter entitled "Getting Organized" the firat 
atep ia lining up the people and forming up the organizational 
relationahipa.  After all, nothing can really be done without people.  A 
lot of aiaunderatanding and confusion can be avoided with clear 
organizational and reaponaibility descriptions. 
Haater Hove Schedule 
Thia should be a chart or a liat describing the aajor event* of the aove 
in a tiae/calendar foraat.  Thia will allow a clear view of aove 
activities on a day-to-day baaia and facilitate work scheduling and 
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completion auditing. 
Macro Move Plan 
The purpose of the Macro Move Plan is to relate and coordinate 
interdependent move activities.  PERT and CPM are good tools to use 
here.  Check points and milestones can be developed from the Macro Move 
Plan to assist in controlling and monitoring project progress oa Move 
Day. 
Micro Move Plan 
This plan ia similar in many ways to the Mscro Move Plan above and it 
performs many of the same functions.  The added value and importance of 
the Micro Move Plan is the detailed sequence and scheduling of all move 
related tasks and events.  Work assignments and resource balancing can 
be done at this level.  The Micro Move Plan is to a computer move aa a 
director's script is to a theatrical production.  Everything needed to 
perform the move can be found in the Micro Move Plan.  The Micro Move 
Plan and the macro move plan are dependent on each other and must be 
developed together. 
Responsibility Lists 
Here is where the Micro Move Plan is broken down and divided into work 
lists for the members of the Move Team.  The liata will show what each 
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responsible individual is expected to do and when. 
Resource Schedules 
Resources schedules show for categoriea of resources what is expected of 
then, for example, if Moving vans were the resources, it would Hat the 
number and types of vehicles, their capacity and characteristics, when 
they should arrive, and at what location, and how long they are expected 
to stay. 
Inventories 
These are simply detailed lists of what is to be moved including any 
information that will fully describe the item. 
The Tools of Planning 
As mentioned earlier, planning is an art form.  Because of this, the 
tools used vary with the individual doing the planning. 
The most important tool used in planning is knowledge - knowledge of 
what is involved in the overall project. A person who does not fully 
understand the characteristics and idiosynchrasies of the computer being 
moved cannot prepare for known configuration dependent move related 
problems.  A person who does not fully understand the organisation, 
aupported by the computer cannot hope to prepare plans to support the 
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organization with critical data proceaaing aervicea during tha aove.  A 
per*on who doea not know what rtiourcei are required for a aove cannot 
begin to make preparatory plana. 
Analyaia ia the aecond aoat important tool.  Knowledge increaaea with 
analyaia.  A lot of the tiae expended in aove planning ia uaed for 
analyaia.  Each aite ia different, each aove ia unique.  The differences 
must be made clear.  The organization'a data proceaaing needa auat be 
analyzed and underatood.  Theae situations auat be atudied ao that the 
aove related reaources can be acquired.  Analyaia aa well aa knowledge 
ia endleaa, ao the point at which all aove related analyaia ia finiahtd 
doea not exist.  There ia a point at which the critical aaaa of aove 
related knowledge haa reached the required critical aaaa.  Thia point 
occurs when the Hove Manager and Hove Teaa are able to anawer clearly 
and freely any reasonable aove related queation preaented to thea. 
Another very important tool of aove planning ia aethoda engieering. 
This tool helps in analyaia to anawer the queation: how will the job be 
done?  There are many good books and articlea written on thia aubject. 
Under the topics of operation process charting, flow proceaa charting, 
flow diagraaing, equipaent selection, facilitiea layout, work flow 
patterning, and aaterial handling.  The techniquea and particularly the 
aethod of approaching the problea will be helpful in coaputer aove 
planning. 
The laat tool to be aentiorted here, although there are aany aora, ia in 
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Che general topic of standards engineering.  Any fora of ciae-phaeed 
planning requirea reliable Ciae estimates for the taaka chat auat be 
performed.  Work aaaipling and tiae study techniquea provide the beat 
method for estimating Che expected time Co coapleCe individual work 
unica.  Once again Che applied techniquea are noC aa iaportant aa Che 
method of approaching Che problea. 
Ocher Coola ChaC will only be mentioned are: aCaciaCical analyaia, 
forecasting, modelling, simulation, queueing theory, CPM, PERT, Reducing 
Che Risk 
The primary goal of move planning ia Co reduce Che riak of Che unknown. 
How Chia ia finally done ia dependenC on Che iaaginaCioo and creativity 
of move plannera.  Merely aCCeapCing Co begin planning Cbe move baa 
sCarCed Che wheel* in motion and will in icaelf reduce Che inherenC 
riaka within computer movea. 
The reaainder of Chia work will more fully deacribe Che phaaea and parta 
associated with move planning.  In Che reaainder of Chia chapCer, a cat* 
of Che more artistic riak prevencion Coola will be diacuaaed. 
A constant vigil must be maintained Co idenCify and aeaaure Che weak 
linka in Che aove planning and preparacion.  The weak link aay be a part 
of the aove planning that haa been completely overlooked, or it could be 
a good plan ChaC after testing haa proven inoperable. A peraoo aay be a 
weak line, someone who haa a reaponaibilicy buC lacka Che knowledge or 
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enthusiasm to properly carry out aaaigned taaka can be a great riak to 
aucceaaful project completion.  The moat important weak link, and 
hardeat to identify, could be the Hove Hanager himaelf.  Aa Murphy'a Law 
ao appropriately atatea:  "If anything seems to be going well, you have 
obvioualy overlooked aoaething."  It ia eaay for the Move Manager to 
convince himself that everything ia under control when in fact it ia 
not. 
Once weak links have been discovered an analyaia of the riak aiuat be 
■ade.  Some overlooked planning taaka are not that important and can be 
completed when time permita.  Othera may obaolete all work done to that 
point in time.  Some weak linka are temporary and will diaappear with 
attention or diacuaaion.  Some will be fundamental problems throughout 
the move planning.  It ia the primary responsibility of the Move Manager 
to identify weak linka, and take corrective action. 
On another aet of aubjecta, when alternative courses of action are 
available, care muat be taken not to suboptimice the minimization of 
riak from the systems point of view.  Selected alternativea ahould 
strive to reduce the total riak of the move even if individual phaaea 
within the total plan muat auffer becauae of it.  After all it ia the 
total move project that muat aucceed, not juat one phaae. 
Do anything reaaonable to atrengthen the remaining weak linea in the 
move plana.  It may be poaaible to replace them or build them up with 
added reaourcea.  Duplication in a paralleling role will reduce the riak 
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of the link failing completely. A back up or alternative coarse of 
action can be prepared to be uaed in the event that the link fails. 
Anyone involved in the move ahould stay on top of all move preparation. 
In thia way aany eyea will be aware of the activities at hand and can 
apot trouble early before too Much time peases.  There is not really 
that much time available for move planning ao time lost due to errors or 
mi ajudgement a ia critical and irreplaceable. 
Aa in any type of move, it will help to get the house in order ss early 
as poaaiblc.  Simplify activitiea.  Poatpone noneaaential work until 
after the move.  Change bad and obaolete procedures and standardize 
activitiea to clarify the truly eaaential work that must be performed. 
Begin or strengthen policies of file back upa and ayatem recovery 
procedures.  Premove preparation ia a good time to cut the fat out of an 
operation.  The organization will be better becauae of it and the move 
will be eaaier to plan. 
Be aure that people know what to do.  Don't aaauae that they know.  Let 
them show you that they fully underatand what they are expected to do. 
It ia better to challenge a person'■ level of preparedneaa in practice 
than to have them let the team down in the game when it really counts. 
The last point worth mentioning involves questioning everything. Never 
be satiaified with the quick and aimple anawer. There are very few 
thinga in move planning that equate to being quick and aimple. Ask the 
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queationa, deaand coaprehenaivc anawcra, and then quaat ion the anavvra, 
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CHAPTEI 5    CETTINC ORCANIZED 
There are many different management philosophies on hov co gat a job 
done.  One thing is clesr with computer Moves, people sre the siost 
important single element in the preparation for and the execution of a 
move.  It is appropriate to discuss first the important elements of 
organizing the people who will make up the Hove Team. 
Principles of Management 
The purpose of a Hove Team is to manage the relocation of a computer and 
to deal with all of the situations that may arise during this process. 
What does it mean to manage?  To manage is to: 1) organise people, 
things, and events into groups in which the capabilities of each group 
is greater than the sum of the capabilities of its individual parts; 2) 
plan the sequence of events in the future that will enable individuals 
and groups to achieve certain preeatablished goala, 3) control events to 
ensure that a maximum effort and an optimum utilization of resources is 
maintained and directed at specific tasks; A) lead individuals and 
groups of individuals by motivating and stimulating people to achieve 
their maximum potential. 
What basic management principles exist to guide managers? There are no 
hard and fast rules here, but one principle should deal with 
understanding and striving to achieve the objectives of the organisation 
involved.  If the organization's business is to serve customers, then 
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aanageaent ahould go to great lengtha to inaure smooth and timely 
aervice to cuitcacn even during a computer move.  Another principle of 
management ia apecialization, developing expertiae in complementary 
akilla within a Hove Team will greatly increase the effectiveness of the 
group.  Departmentalisation can be utilised to divide the work and 
reaponaibility into geographical, functional, or purposeful groups.  In 
any management activity there must be unity of command, one peraon to 
give ordera and direct activitiea.  A balance muat be sought between the 
reaponaibility to carry out taska and the authority to make deciaiona 
and commit reaourcea to execute thia reaponaibility.  The more 
reaponaibility invested in a per ion, the more authority he ahould have 
to make deciaiona or elae a bottleneck will develop in the decision 
process.  Authority should be delegated to repaonsible aubordinatea to 
increaae the pace of the management process.  Responsibility, on the 
other hand, can never be completely delegated away from a auperior.  The 
apan of any manager's control should not exceed his ability to perform 
his responsibilities of organizing, planning, controlling, and leading. 
In a computer move the line/ataff relationship muat be fully underatood 
to ensure that the linea of authority and reaponaibility are maintained. 
A line officer is responsible for the resources of the organisation 
directed toward achieving the baaic goala and objectivea of that 
organisation. A ataff officer haa the reaponaibility for supporting the 
line officers by coordinating, adviaing, controlling, and serving. 
Within any line or ataff organisation there ia evidence of both line and 
ataff activity.  For example, some line activitiea perform ataff 
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function* for other line activities. 
In a computer move there auat be a well balanced and clearly defined six 
of line and staff activity to ensure that all of the required points of 
view are repreaented in plans and deciaions. 
The Move Team Concept 
A simple definition of the Hove Team Concept could be: "That group °' 
responaible individuals who through their skills, influence, and hard 
work, plan for, prepare for, and control the execution of a computer 
move."  Other terms can be uaed auch aa task force, committee, or 
project group.  It is the function that ia important here. 
It is not critical to have a formal Hove Team established.  Many large 
moves have been satiafactorily completed without one, but there are more 
examples that have used formal Hove Teams.  The important iasue here is 
that the utilixation and sixe of a Move Team should be flexible and 
matched to the needs of the expected task.  Any ccmmiittee can become 
unwieldy if careful balancing is not done. 
The Move Team ia temporary in nature.  It may be made up in the form of 
outside consultants, vendors representatives, internal personnel, or a 
combination of each. 
Because of the ephemeral nature of thia body four points emerge that 
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will influence Che aucceaa of any Move Tea. 
1.  Each peraon on the teas will be assigned critical responsibilities 
and Bust have technical expertise coaaenceratc with their aesignatent 
2. In oioat casea Hove Teas reaponaibilitiea will be in addition to 
ongoing responsibilities.  In thia light it ia important not to 
diluate the ongoing operational focus and risk the aucceaa of the 
entire project while preparing for the aove. 
3. When moving a coaputer, aeveral long-term organizational adjuataenta 
may be required to efficiently operate the new installation.  New 
assignments should be made during early move planning if it can be 
accomplished without causing severe motivational probleaa within the 
Hove Team that will detract from the preaove aomentua ao iaportant 
for aucceas.  There ia a great opportunity to gain knowledge and 
experience during a aove and persons with new related 
responsibilitiea ahould have an opportunity to take part in the 
planning. 
4. Senior aanageaent auat be actively involved in the early phases of 
evaluation and planning.  Although the authority haa been delegated 
to the Hove Teaa, the responsibility for ita aucceaa cannot be 
delegated.  It ia also iaportant that top aanageaent be aade aware 
within appropriate liaita of the coaaitaent of reaourcea, the 
proposed acheduling, the possible risks, and the contingency plena. 
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This type of awareness will aake life easier if additional aupport 
becomes necessary later on. 
The Hove Team concept facilitates the assembly of needed skills, 
resources, and awareness during a period of time with the iaolated and 
specific goal of successfully moving an electronic data processing 
computer.  For this reason, the Hove Team concept ia a better way to do 
the job. 
The Hove Hanager 
The management principle of unity of command ia important in computer 
moving.  One and only one individual ahould be deaignated with the 
responsibility to make major decisions and to set policies.   This 
person should be responsible for effective follow through, establing and 
adhering to time tables, recruiting, training, leading Hove Team 
members, developing a Haster Hove Plan and, assigning duties to others, 
reporting to upper management as to progress, solving problems and 
establishing needs. 
The Hove Hanager must receive the necessary aupport from management to 
enable him to accomplish his task.  He ahould establish and maintain a 
strong communications link between himself and appropriate upper 
management.  The Hove Hanager should report directly to a vice president 
or officer of higher authority during thia assignment to gain the 
vantage point and leverage needed. 
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The qualifications of a Move Manager are aany.  This person aust have 
excelled in previous project aanageaent assignments.  He aust have 
evidence of success in dealing with large groups of people representing 
varied levels of technical and professional abilitiea.  He hiaself auat 
possess a wide and current background in the field of electronic data 
processing.  He aust have technical expertise in coaputer facilities 
planning and the particular hardware configuration being aoved.  He aust 
be strong willed, but willing and able to coaproaise to reach agreement. 
He auat have highly developed coaaunciations skills and auat feel at 
ease in executive offices. 
The selection process for the Move Manager should begin well in advance 
of the move.  This process should be done analytically and carefully. 
The process should not be rushed nor the selection standards 
compromised.  The salary spent on this individual is aoney invested, 
because on his shoulders rests, for a period of tiae, the health and 
future of the organiration. 
Move Teaa Meabera 
As mentioned earlier the Move Teaa ia a concept.  It could oo occasion 
repreaent a foraal group or coaaittee representing the various required 
points of view or it could aean all individuala involved in any aanoer 
in the coaputer aove.  In this section the Move Teaa will be discussed 
in its widest interpretation. 
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Who should be a inber of the Hove Ten?  Thia depends greatly on the 
individual environment, but the following functioaa should be included. 
A representative from computer operations should be on the teas to 
repreaent the ongoing commitments and obligations.  Systems Programming 
will be required in any backup planning and contingency acheduling. 
Production control ahould be included to plan for and to Monitor 
existing and special achedulea.  Telecoamunciationa and remote 
operations will have to synchronised with all move activitiea.  Data 
entry intereata will have to be considered with schedule changes and 
contingency planning.  The intereata and needa of all computer users 
must be represented, particularly those users who perform functions 
critical to the health of the organiration.  New application development 
commitments and activitiea must be considered with down time scheduling 
and contingency planning.  Security intereata muat be included because 
of the increaaed vulnerability preaent during a move. 
Some functiona required in the Hove Team only exist for the time needed 
to plan and execute the move.  They are the Hove Hanager who ia 
reaponaible for all aspects of the move, the Plan Coordinator 
responsible for check lists, achedulea, meeting agendas, progress 
reports, and communications.  Physical aite preparation and move 
logiatica will alao be critical functiona during the move. 
Representatives of hardware vendora must be a part of the Hove Team for, 
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after all, they will be Che people who take the equipment apart and get 
it together and working again.  They have done this many times before 
and will provide a great amount of information needed for move 
preparation.  It ia important to remember that they will be conaervative 
and will repreaent a aoaewhat peaaimiatic point of view becauae of the 
unknovna and riaka within their reeponaibilitiea during the move. 
Aa Hove Day approachea more and more functiona will be repreaented on 
the Hove Team.  Movera, elevator repreaentativea, plumbers, air 
conditioning apecialiata, electriciana, raiaed floor expert a, fire 
ayatem engineera, building maintenance, and the telephone company will 
all become involved in the preparationa. 
By the time Hove Day actually arrivea the remaining functiona will have 
added to the Hove Team.  Hove control, offaite backup control, catch up 
acheduling, move group achedulera, cable rollera, elevator achedulera, 
truck coordinators, aite coordinators, communications control, public 
relations, food and drink suppliers, message runners, police, and othera 
that will have key rolea to perform in individual aituationa. 
All of the Hove Team will be actively invovled with the move or on call 
and standby during the actual move.  If all goea according to plan, ao 
much for the good, but if trouble developa, individuala repreaenting key 
functiona must be able to be brought together quickly to evaluate 
alternative action. 
A3 
The organizational engineering required Co sold a group of individuala 
into a well diaciplined and effective tea requires time, but if 
properly done it will reap great rewarda.  The methods are not 
complicated but at timea do prove difficult.  Working with people alwaya 
prove* the exception to any rule.  Organizational engineering includea 
the utilization of the concepta of line veraua ataff, span of control, 
and unity of command.  Recruiting ia of vital importance at the 
beginning of a move project, and training will continue through until 
Move Day.  Some of the organizing requirements have been diacuaaed ao 
far.  To help in further clarifying thia proceaa, a job deacription, 
cither long or short, should spell out the reaponaibilitiea of the joba 
involved.  Thia ia important to keep overlapping dutiea to a minimum. 
From these job descriptions a responsibility list and an organization 
chart should be prepared.  Thia will reinforce the management concepts 
of unity of command, specialization, delegation, and organization.  With 
thia completed, the living form of the Hove Team will begin to take 
shape. 
Connaunicat ions 
Communications ia the life'a blood of the Hove Team.  The communciatiooa 
network muse be highly structured within the Move Team.  If a meaaage ia 
lost or delayed or if the results of a deciaion do not reach all Hove 
Team members, resources and actions will be directed in waya that are 
inconaiatent with the baaic goala of the relocation project.  By 
formalizing the communeiations network, the management principle of 
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unity of coaaand is reinforced by maturing chat all aeaaagea reach Chair 
deatinationa. 
It ia alao important that coaaunicat iona linea be left open for informal 
message* too.  This will facilitate feedback aa to how a particular 
deciaion went over or someone noticing aoaething out of order.  The Hove 
Teaa must function aa one complementary and consistent body and the only 
way to achieve this ia constant and aeaningful coaaunications between 
the members of the team. 
The formal communciat ions takes several forma, but the coaaoo important 
element ia that each message must be written.  This will greatly 
increase the quality of measagea and will provide an accurate log of 
events.  Communications take the form of meeting minutes, atatua 
reports, procedural atateaenta, instructions, reaponaibility liata, job 
descriptions, and informational bulletins.  All Move Teaa members ahould 
get the diatributed information.  In some caaea aeabera not directly 
involved in a decision can add inaight aa an outaide obaerver. 
All of the linea of communication developed during the planning ahould 
prepare and reinforce the coaaunicationa requirement a of Move Day. 
People who will work together on Move Day ahould begin coaaunciating 
early in the planning.  So far the diacuaaion of coaaunicationa haa been 
limited to the coaaunicationa network within the Move Tea*.  The 
communicationa to and from the world outaide of the Hove Teaa will be 
covered in the chapter dealing with public relations. 
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The Hove Day communciationa network auat be planned, aet up in advance, 
and teated to inaure ita continuoua availability.  A common trouble 
phone number ahould be eatabliahed and Manned full tis* during the move. 
Short-wave radioa, walkie-talkiea, and citizena band radioa can be 
utilized to maintain continuoua contact when phonea are not flexible 
enough.  Polling locationa where activitiea are taking place regularly 
will provide a Hove Control Individual with information required to 
monitor the Haater Hove Schedule and to apot bottlenecka developing. 
The entire Hove Day communication* network ahould be put through a dreaa 
reheraal to ensure that it will function properly. 
The more conscientious and reaponaible people know about what ia going 
on, the better they will be able to perform their dutiea.  Cood 
communications will help to enaure the aucceaa of a move and bad 
communciationa will guarantee ita failure. 
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CHAPTER 6 - PLAN B AND REDUCINC THE RISK 
Plan B Preparation - What la It? 
In moat all move preparation planning, uncertainty and the unknown 
predominate.  Thinga can juat not be completely depended on.  Plan B 
preparation ia aimply having something elae to do if the firat choice or 
primary plan cannot be uaed or faila to produce the deaired reaulta. 
The words "contingency planning", "backup plane", "alternative couraea 
of action", "emergency plana" are all synonyms for Plan B preparation. 
The worat thing that can be done ia to let people believe that there 
will be no riak or diaruption aa a reault of the move.  The beat caae 
and worat caae outcomes muat be preaented.  Thia will educate uaera aa 
to the dimensions of what ia about to take place and will aid in 
enliating cooperation in adjuating schedules, setting prioritiea, and 
accommodating planned or emergency aituationa.  Uaera will alao have 
time to develop their own contingency plana in a calm and orderly 
manner.  These uaera plana will be of great value if the need ariaea. 
The main plan for move activitiea muat be coordinated and aynchrooite 
with the Plan B preparation.  Each Plan B alternative ia only aa good aa 
the amount of testing and rehearsal that ia done with the plan before 
the move.  All aucceaaful moves have had several Plan B alternativea 
ready to go juat in caae. 
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What Could Co Wrong? 
One of the key ingredient* of Plan B preparation is for every part of 
the move plan to aak: What if this part fails?  One acceptable answer 
is: We will take our chances and hope that it doea not happen.  This 
answer is all right in many situations but in important phases of the 
plan it is not. 
The following will describe things thst could happen during a computer 
nove and in nany instances have happened. 
What if the move goes a lot longer than planned?  What if the central 
processing unit or memory does not coae up after the move for scsse 
unknown reason?  What if a major disk pack ia lost or dananged?  What if 
a cable or connector is damanged?  What if the computer goes down two or 
three days after everyone believes that the move was completed 
successfully?  What if a large application cones on stream before the 
move that obsoletes the move backup plan?  What if the communications 
lines fail?  What if the back up site cannot accommodate the backup plan 
at the last minute?  What if the data center utilitiea fail to work once 
the computer ia moved in?  What if a key technician or move control 
person fails to arrive on Hove Day?  What if problems develop with the 
computer in the days just before the move that delaya the operations and 
backup preparation work?  What if the truck carrying the tape library ia 
involved in a traffic accident damanging many reela of tape?  What if 
the furniture for the new data center fails to be delivered in time? 
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What if Major backup filea are diacovered loat after the ■ove haa begun? 
What if the new data center ia not ready in tiae?  What if new computer 
equipaent delivery ia delayed at the laat ainute?  What if aore aaterial 
handling equipaent or aore aove personnel are needed at the laat ainute? 
What if a truck breaka down once it haa been loaded and ia on the road? 
What if the Hove Path ia aore congeated than anticipated?  What if a 
fire breaka out in the new data center due to power over loada at atart 
up tine?  What if the air conditioning faila?  What if it raina or snows 
on Hove Day?  What if the raiaed floor cavea in under the weight of the 
computer equipment?  What if a major component ia completely deatroyed 
and cannot be repaired?  What if the Hove Manager ia atricken with a 
heart attack at the laat minute? 
On and on the what if queationa can go.  A lot can happen in a computer 
move because there ia a lot going on.  It ia eaay to aolve poaaible 
problema if they have been thought about before the aove begina.  It aay 
be impossible to aolve them once the aove haa begun. 
Many Alternativea to Existing Plana 
Plan B preparation ia simplified by having a primary plan of action 
completely thought out that already repreaenta the ainiaua optiaua riak 
for the overall aove project.  From thia plan and the completion of the 
what-if thia failurea dialogue diacuased in the preceding aectioo, areas 
where additional Plan B prepration would help lower the riak even 
further will emerge. There ia no practical way short of not moving the 
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computer at all to eliminate all of tht riak, but tha level of riak can 
and muat be reduced to reasonable levela.  A lot can be done to augment 
the move plans that fall into Plan B preparation.  An alternative can be 
found for each link in the Hove Path, particularly critical computer 
component! can be identified and arrangements can be prepared to have 
replacement* delivered on ahort notice.  Spare parta can be built up 
prior to the move and returned after they are not needed.  Arrangement a 
can be made to fix important component• on aite.  Specialiata may have 
to be put on atand by for a period of time.  Scheduling can be used to 
relieve the preaaure of required flawleaa performance from an event or 
an activity.  Personnel can be cross trained to perform aeveral critical 
tasks to relieve the riak of losing a key individual due to aickneaa or 
injury.  Support specialiata can be moved into local lodging during the 
move to minimi re the access time if their services are needed.  Heals 
can be served on site to reduce delay time and riak of injury that may 
be part of traveling to and from public eating establishments.  Limits 
can be placed on changea to critical computer applicationa prior to the 
move.  New commitments and projecta can be acheduled to avoid adding 
additional requirements on the electronic data processing organization 
juat before or during the move.  Vacationa can be acheduled to inaure a 
maximum of available manpower on Hove Day.  Hany thinga can be done 
limited only the imagination and creativity of the Hove Team and the 
time to implement the plans. 
Backup Alternativea 
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There are many backup alternative*, each with ita own advantagea and 
diaadvantagea.  Each muat be carefully evaluated in light of Che overall 
■ove atrategy; becauae if time and reaourcea are to be committed to 
preparing a backup capability, it auat perform perfectly when and if it 
ia called on.  Aa we will be aeeing with aome of the backup alternative 
■odela, their auitability ia aituational and greatly dependent on when 
the move ia planned to begin.  A backup plan say be teated and ready to 
go now but in four to aix aontha it aay be completely inadequate due to 
changing aituationa.  One general rule to keep in aind ia that it will 
be extremely difficult and expenaive to find an alternative that will 
aupport one hundred percent of the data proceaaing requireaenta of an 
organization in the backup mode. 
The following repreaenta alternativea that will aupport data proceaaing 
requireaenta during a move and can be uaed if the move activitiea run 
into trouble with the reaulting extended down time. 
Model 1 - Coordinate with New Equipment 
If a new computer configuration ia to be inatalled in a new data center 
or even juat a new central proceaaing unit or memory, the new equipment 
and old equipment are each available to aupport the other. The new 
machine can be inatalled and teated while work ia being dooe oa the old 
one. Then the workload can be ahifted to the new machine, maintaining a 
continuum of proceaaing potential. If thia model only repreaenta a new 
central proceaaing unit and memory, extra peripheral devicea can be 
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leased until Che permanent onea have been aoved and installed.  Thia ia 
by far the beat and leaat expenaive backup alternative.  There ia a lot 
of control aa to the timing of eventa and; if problems arise, there will 
be little impact on uaera because one of the two machinea will alwaya be 
available to handle the load. 
The diaadvantagea of this alternative are obvious.  A new machine may 
just not be in the carda.  There are long lead timea to consider both in 
delivery and in approval of needed funda.  There may alao be operating 
system upgradea with the new equipment.  But from a backup point of 
view, having an extra configuration to work with reducea the riak during 
the move greatly. 
Hodel 2 - Rent Duplicate Equipment 
This model will alao reduce the riak level greatly.  It involvea renting 
on a short-term basis a full configuration capable of aupporting the 
data proceaaing needa during the move.  It ia one of the most expenaive 
alternatives.  All of the work required in model 1 is needed here. 
There will be total backup available aa long aa needed.  The coata will 
be high and, of courae, there muat be adequate space to install the 
backup machine without getting in the way of the one being relocated. 
Delivery timea, operating systems, and installation muat be included in 
move preparation planning.  There may be a problem in finding an exact 
duplicate that ia available when needed. Anything leas than a duplicate 
will add to the conversion time needed.  The move logistics will be 
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doubled; becauae after the move, the backup computer will have to be 
■oved out after the relocation project ia completed.  It aay be 
difficult to find a vendor willing to do thia for auch a ahort period. 
Hodel 3 - Uaing a Commercial Time-Sharing Firm 
There are aany firms that will provide aa auch computer reaource aa ia 
needed for a price.  The price ia high but the available reaourcea are 
extensive.  Two major alternativea exist.  One ia to ahare proceaeora 
with othera.  Here backup work will have to be converted in auch a way 
aa to be conaiatent with the exiating atandarda and procedurea.  The 
other method would be to take over the whole machine and uae an exiating 
operating ayatem and aet of atandarda.  The coat of the second ia higher 
than the first.  Provisions will have to be made for telecommunications 
requirements and methods must be developed to get data, maater filea, 
and librariea to the time-aharing firm's data center and to get reporta 
back.  Thia in itself may preaent real problems depending on where the 
data center is located and what the turn around time ia for reporting. 
This is a dependable alternative but the logiatical problems may preaent 
real draw backa. 
Hodel A - Uaing a Neighbor'a Site 
Thia model ia aiailar to Model 3 in aany waya.  The differencee should 
be highlighted becauae they contribute to asking this alternative 
somewhat riaky.  Although the neighbor haa capacity when the planning ia 
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being done, he may not have it at ■ove ti»e.  Hia capacity under any 
condition* will be limited, and probably cyclical.  Hia configuration 
may provide the balance in hardware capabilitiea needed but it aay not. 
The preparation coata are the aaaie aa with Hodel 3, Alternative 1.  But 
the neighbor will probably not charge a great Mount for the UH of hia 
equipment.  Equipment may have to be added to hia configuration to cover 
data baae or telecommunicationa requirement■.  The logiatical problema 
exiat here aa they did in Hodel 3, but the diatance may be far leaa. 
Thia ia a good alternative if only a few ayatema muat be run in a backup 
mode.  It ia limited and there are riaka. 
Critical Syatema 
As diacuasiona and plana are being made regarding backup computer 
aupport, deciaiona muat be made aa to what work will be done and how 
long can the application be aupported in the backup mode. Critical 
applicationa are alwaya changing, depending on the preaent commitmenta 
of the data proceaaing organization and the point in time that the move 
ia acheduled.  All applicationa are important, of count, but all 
applicationa are not critical.  Critical applicationa are thoae that if 
not continuoualy aupported will threaten the health of the organization 
aupported by the electronic data proceaaing function. 
There ia a fairly large coat aaaociated with preparing applicationa to 
run in a backup environment.  The coat of maintaining continuoua 
compatibility ia alao high due to the ever-preaent changing and 
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upgrading so prevelent in data processing technology.  It ia probably 
impractical Co prepare all applications due to the coat, available time 
and reaourcea.  But for aurvival in the event of real probleaa during 
the move, critical systeas Bust be ready to go in soae backup 
environment. 
Hov are critical ayateaa aelected?  Thia taak aiuat not be done by one 
peraon and it will be the aource of aoae anxiety.  Everyone aaked will 
have a different opinion.  An interdisciplinary group of responsible 
individuala ahould be aasigned the task of selecting systems, balancing 
the costs againat the riaks, and appeaaing thoae uaera whose ayateaa are 
not aelected.  Even within application ayateaa aoae parta are more 
important than othera.  These subsystem should be identified and their 
preparation evaluated. 
Applications should be grouped first aa follows: 
1.  A psrticular system need not be run st all 2.  A system can 
wait until the move ia completed and then 
catch up 3.  A manual procedure can carry the load for stated 
pe r i od a 
of time 4. The system must be run offsite during the move 
If the system must be run, users can help determine the minimum cycle 
time and how much down time can go by before the ayatea auat be 
executed. 
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It ia important during data collection tiae not to allov false ruaora to 
panic anyone.  Honeat and complete explanation* of what ia about to 
happen must be provided.  The impact on caah flow, the availability, of 
manual alternativea, the uae of overtime, the iapact on monthly closing 
cycle*, the poaaibility of running joba early or on a leaa frequent 
cycle, pre-eatabliahed user oriented coaaitaenta, the work required to 
catch up after the move, and the artificial peaking cauaed by running 
early or delaying certain applicationa all muat be considered for each 
application before assigning it to one of the four groupa mentioned 
above. 
After the first grouping haa been made, the applicationa must be 
arranged in a priority order within the category.  The computer 
resources must be measured for each system to be prepared for backup 
execution.  Partition sizes, files, forms, inputs, storage, and 
telecommunications requirements must be enumerated so that arrangements 
can be made. 
Backup Preparation Considerations 
There will always be some amount of effort required to prepare critical 
systems to run on backup computers.  This preparation muat be included 
in the time and cost estimatea of the alternative itself because aoae 
alternativea may be eliminated due to the preparation effort needed. 
The purpose of the following paragrapha ia not to scare anyone away froa 
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backup planning but Co highlight the areaa that ahould be evaluated 
before making arrangenenta for backup computer proceaaing. 
An eaaential deciaion must be aiade aa to the operating system to be 
used.  Will the operating system be that of the backup organisation or 
that of the relocating organisation run on the backup organization's 
equipment.  The outcone of thia deciaion will preaent different problems 
with regard to library and data aet preparation, job control language 
rcviaiona, system generation and coat accountability. 
The operating aoftware veraion and releaae number muat be evaluated for 
compatibility.  A minor change from one releaae to another can cause 
operating problems if correaponding changea in application systems are 
not made. 
Tape and diak devices may preaent problems in tranaferring master files 
and systems software eaaily and quickly between computera. 
Different simulators or emulators msy be used which will not run on 
backup computers for some reason. 
Special routines or utilities may be part of application systems that 
violate particular rulea in another operating system.  These routines 
and utilitiea will have to be rewritten and programs uaing them will 
have to be re-link edited.  Special modifications and patches to 
operating systems must be checked for consistency. 
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Input/output handlers, teleprocessing software, and data base 
capabilities will have to be reviewed and aynchronised with the 
capabilities of the backup computer. 
It may be required to convert job control language to be compatible with 
standards and naming conventions on the backup computer. 
Special purpose tape or disk management systems may not be able to run 
on backup equipment.  This will make the job of controlling data sets 
more difficult.  Available disk space may force large data files 
normally on disk to be run from tape.  This will cauae large technical 
and operational problems. 
Queue sires set up at operating system generation time may be too short 
to accommodate large job streams.  Streams may have to be run in pieces. 
Special procedures will have to be developed and teated to establish 
systems in their latest version on the backup system and then Co 
reinstate them on the moved computer after the moved has been completed. 
Files will have to be kept current aa they are moved from one site to 
another. This process must also be used for testing systems before the 
move because files, programs, cataloguea, and librariea will have to be 
removed from the backup system after testing. 
Test time on the backup machine will be limited, thus adding Co the 
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elapsed time needed to prepare and teat critical ayatema.  Teat work 
muat be taken to the reaote site and brought back.  This ia alao t ime 
consuming. 
It is important to realize that any computer installation ia a balance 
of hardware and aoftware aimed at meeting apecific needa.  It is the 
difference in the needa of the organization that ia moving and that of 
the backup organization that will cauae problems in backup preparation 
and compatibility. 
Don't Kid YouraeIf 
Throughout thia chapter we have dealt with all of the horrible things 
that can go wrong and sabotage a computer move.  There ia a good chance 
that while going through the Plan B preparation phase, some members of 
the Hove Team will become peaaimiatic and begin thinking that there ia 
no way to keep the move from failing.  On the other hand, there will be 
people who will think it absurd to waate time preparing for what seems 
to them to be obscure possibilities.  Each could be right, depending on 
the depth of Plan B preparation.  To be aure that all reasonable risks 
are covered with alternative action, aome obacure possibilities will 
hsve to be discussed and diacarded. 
Most computer moves are successful and require the use of very little of 
the Plan B preparation.  On the other hand, the moves that have needed 
slternative plans and have had them ready to go have avoided a certain 
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diaaater. 
The important point here ia to not kid yourself into believeing that all 
of the baaea are covered adequately until a aignificant aaount of effort 
haa gone into providing for and teating the availability and adequacy of 
backup plana to cover knovn and unknown riaka.  The value and worth of 
Plan B preparation will never be known unleaa they are needed, and then 
the value will be too great to neaaure. 
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CHAPTER 7 - SCHEDULING - MOVE DAY 
Scheduling Overview 
What in scheduling and why i« it an important part of move planning? 
Hove scheduling ia the aynchronized and coordinated arrangement of 
future events related to the move aiaed at achieving preeatabliahed 
goals and objectivea.  Scheduling ia a time-phased planning and ia one 
of the most important and challenging parta of move planning. 
As mentioned earlier, there are many alternative atrategies for 
relocating an electronic data processing installation.  Each will 
require different amounts and mixea of available reaourcea and will 
aubject the organization to different levels of risk during the move. 
Once several alternatives have been chosen aa possible candidates, there 
will be within these alternatives different methods for utilizing 
available reaourcea.  Scheduling all of the eventa of a move while in 
the planning mode can aid in balancing the use of resources and achieve 
an optimum level of risk.  It costs far leaa to discover the 
inconsistency of scheduling move-related events during the planning 
process rather than discovering it on Hove Day. 
As we will see later, scheduling will help reduce the risk associated 
with the move.  For example, when ia it reaonable to expect a new 
facility to be ready?  Scheduling the move to begin too soon may lead to 
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disaster.  For another example, hov long will a move, using a particular 
■ove strategy, really take?  Will it be a few hours or a few weeks? 
These types of questions oust be cleared up before move planning is 
completed. 
Hove scheduling is of vslue for the training of individuals who will 
participate in the move.  At what pace will move events happen?  How 
much time will an elevator coordinator or a loading dock coordinator 
have between events?  What component will be installed first, second, 
and BO on?  What support people are on call to aupport which events? 
What is the skill mix expected on the third work shift?  All of these 
questions and others sre answered by move scheduling, and theae 
schedules will help people prepare for their part on Hove Day. 
It goes without saying thst without s set of comprehensive prearranged 
schedules of events that progress monitoring and status control 
reporting are impossible.  You must know where you are expected to be Co 
know if you got there.  Knowing if the move preparation or the move 
itself is on schedule will be a critical requirement for determining if 
backup Plan B's will be implemented. 
What Types of Schedules are Needed 
1. Schedules describing the time tablea and events of move 
planning itself 
2. A move preparation check list and expected times of completion 
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3. Pre-move preparation processing schedule 
4. Macro Hove Schedule 
5. Micro Move Plan 
6. Elevator achedulea 
7. Truck loading achcdule 
8. Food service achedulea 
9. Shift change achedulea 
10. Hove Path achedulea 
11. Check point and control achedulea 
Tools of the Trade 
Aa in sioat of the skills needed in preparing to move a computer, there 
are volumes written on scheduling, project planning, and project 
control.  Some of the tools that specifically prove themselves uaeful in 
move planning are the following: PERT (Program Evaluation and Review 
Technique), CPM (Critical Path Method), CANT Charta, bar charts, line 
balancing, simulation, walk-througha, dreaa reheraala, and common aenae. 
Host of the uaeful scheduling toola are made even more helpful by the 
use of models.  Hodela can take the form of full aize mock ups of the 
largeat and moat difficult of the component a to relocate or mathematical 
repreaentationa of the diatribution of time needed to perform a critical 
taak.  Modela can be blue printa, floor plana, or flow charta. 
Extremely helpful modela can be the experiencea of others. 
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The one thread chat ia common in all of theae scheduling tool a is the 
ability to aid in developing a aethod for logically and sequentially 
arranging the flow of eventa to facilitate the succeaaful completion of 
the data center relocation. 
The Hove Window 
The Hove Window ia that period of time in the future when an electronic 
data proceaaing computer can be relocated with a niciaua iapact on the 
organization and a aaximua probability of aucceaa for the move project. 
The length of the Hove Window ia meaaured from the firat period of tine 
the computer can be freed up until the laat period of tiae the computer 
can be out of action without major iapact on the organization.  There 
are alwaya several potential Hove Windows, each with a different 
probability of risk and each with a different duration. 
If we were to be honeat about it, there ia probably no truly beat tiae 
to move a computer or a data center.  What auat be atreaaed then, ia to 
chooae a Hove Window which presents the smallest riak.  As explained 
earlier it would be irresponsible to choose a Hove Window when Che 
probability of having a completed data center by that tiae was only 50 
percent.  In moat caaea, the aelection of the Hove Window auat be done 
nine to twelve months before the actual event.  In that length of tiae, 
a lot can happen.  For thia reason, everything possible aust be 
evaluated before the Hove Window and move dates are finalized. On the 
other hand, the earlier the Hove Window ia fixed, the aore detailed the 
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preparation planning can be. 
In selecting the Hove Window, the largeat one poaaible ahould be sought. 
Thia period of time, by definition, ia the when the computer ia not 
needed.  Be it houra, daya, or weeka, the longer thia period, the 
•mailer the riak of impacting the organization during the move. 
The next point to remember ia to aelect the Hove Window that haa the 
leaat chance of becoming inoperable.  For example, if one Hove Window 
had the chance of becoming infeaaible due to a poaaible labor action and 
another Hove Window waa more dependable, go with the aecond alternative. 
Once the Hove Window ia aet, all planning and preparation will be 
focused toward that point in time.  If the focua haa to be changed late 
in the game, a high riak factor may be imposed on the project due to the 
large number of plana that muat be changed and reaynchronized. 
Another guideline in aelecting the Hove Window ia to look aeveral 
perioda beyond the end of the Hove Window.  Aak the queation:  If thinga 
go badly and the relocation runa paat the end of the Hove Window, what 
will be affected firat, aecond, third, and ao on?  For example, if one 
week after the recommended Hove Window, reporta have to be available for 
the yearly board of directora meeting, it would be prudent to aee if 
there waa another Hove Window alternative that did not have thia data 
processing requirement in aa cloae a proximity.  In the next section the 
aubject of clearing the Hove Window will be discuaaed.  It makea life a 
lot eaaier if a Hove Window ia initially aelected that minimizea the 
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data processing requirement! before and after the proposed move dates. 
The time needed to plan for the move, prepare for the move, and to 
prepare a facility for the move must alao be considered in choosing an 
optimum Hove Window. 
The definition of an optimum Hove Window must be analyzed and related to 
each individual move project.  It may be a time of the year, a period 
during the month, a particular event, like an additional processor being 
delivered, it may be a holiday weekend or summer vacation time.  There 
may be no truly good time ao an artificial Hove Window may have to be 
created.  An example of thia might be the period of time in which a 
second computer configuration can be obtained and installed to carry the 
load while the target computer is being relocated. 
Computer Operations Scheduling 
It is important to restate that the primary reaponaibility of an 
electronic data processing installation ia to provide continuous and 
reliable data processing services to the parent organization at all 
times.  The responsibility is not rescinded during the relocation 
process.  So then, one primary objective during a move ia to maintain 
continuous operations and aupport before, during, and after the computer 
move.  It is naive to say that computer operations and user aupport will 
not be diarupted at all during a move.  A must in the preparation 
process is to analyze and rank in order of importance the many 
reaponaibilitiea and functional commitments of a data processing 
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installation.  Varying levels of effort should be directed at lessening 
the impact and disruption on essential operational responsibilities. 
As described in the Plan B preparation, critical activitiea auat be 
identified early in the planning cycle.  As tiae and resources permit, 
the length of the list of critical activities nay vary.  It is true that 
all activitiea are critical to aone one, but on the other hand, there are 
some data processing responsibilities without which the organisation 
would not be able to continue functioning.  It is this second list that 
must be clearly protected and nade an integral part of all Plan B's. 
There are three major operationa acheduling jobs that auat be included 
in move planning.  Special attention auat be given to theae scheduling 
tasks.  If these three are not done well, an increaaed level of risk 
will be added in the move project. 
1.  Hove Preparation Schedule 
After the Hove Window has been selected, it will be iaportant to reduce 
the requireaenta on the computer aa auch aa poaaible during that tiae. 
This will involve changing operations schedules, covering up Co four 
weeks preceding Hove Day.  The goal here will be to complete as aany of 
the processing requireaenta that fall within the Hove Window tiae period 
aa early as possible before Hove Day.  This will help minimise the coat 
and diaruption on the data processing user community. This will require 
a coordinated effort by both the data processing and the user 
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organizationa.  One of the Major taaka here will be Co be aura Chat all 
of the proper filea have been backed up and that all Plan B filea are 
properly prepared and accounted for. 
2. Plan B Scheduling 
Each alternative or contingency plan haa aa part of it definite 
operational conaiderationa and requirement■.  Each plan requirea a full 
complement of back up filea and operating inatructiona.  Each plan will 
uaually have to be coordinated with the hoac organization providing Che 
back up capability.  Thia ia a complicated and demanding taak but muac 
be done accurately and must be fully teated to guarantee ChaC Che backup 
plan will work when needed. 
3. Catch Up Scheduling 
If all goea well, the move will be completed cloae to achedule.  Getting 
back into the routine cycle will be the primary taaka operaCiona will be 
dealing with.  The real teat cornea if thinga do not go well or if Chey 
go longer than expected.  Catching up when a lot of proceaaing cyclea 
have been miaaed could be a difficult taak to do under preaaure.  It ia 
beat to have plana and achedulea prepared ahead of time, for if Che move 
goea two daya, five daya, ten daya, and ao on, longer Chan expected.  It 
ia here that the relative criticality of reaponaibilitiea will come into 
play. 
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In the new location after the aove, there will be a variety of new 
procedures related to operationa scheduling.  It ia wiae to have theae 
procedure* incorporated into activitiea before the aove ao that they 
will be faailiar and leaa likely to cauae errora or aiatakea during the 
first hectic days in the new location. 
Move Plan Count Down 
What if there are a lot of operational problems a few daya before Move 
Day?  This will create the real riak of not getting all of the required 
computer processing coapleted before the aiove ia acheduled to begin.  It 
ia recommended that a count down, detailed check off Hat be prepared 
and used during the laat few werVa before the move.  On thia count down 
liat there ahould be hold pointa that once operationa haa succeaafully 
passed theae points, certain aove activitiea are activated.  If the 
eventa are not coapleted, reaaining aove activitiea are not activated at 
that time.  It goes without saying that any planned potential delay or 
change in activitiea auat in itaelf be a part of the Macro and Micro 
Move Plan or dependent activitiea will no longer be aynchronited. 
Once the move count down haa reached three daya to go, only a aajor act 
back ahould be grounds enough to call off the aove.  There auat be a 
hold point on the count down when delaying the aove to a rain date or 
going ahead ahould be discuaaed and decided. The appropriate tiae for 
all aove related decisions auat be on the Micro Move Plan.  Ooce Move 
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Day arrives, any problem chat ciuiei plana to be delayed aore Chan a few 
hours, ahould trigger the initiation of «o»e phase of the back up plan. 
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CHAPTER 8 - SCHEDULINC - MOVE LOCISTICS 
Once the Hove Window and Hove Day are aet, Che next Caak ia to develop 
the detailed eventa and taaka that make up the actual work performed 
when relocating a data proceaaing facility.  A lot of what will be 
diacuaaed ia dependent on individual move atrategiea, ao if aeveral 
strategics are being conaidered, or if a change in atrategy ia made, the 
following scheduling may have to be redone several times.  A thorough 
and comprehensive job done here will greatly reduce the amount of time 
needed and the riaka that are an integral part of moving an electronic 
data processing device. 
What Muat Be Moved to Where? 
The task of clearly identifying what ia going to be moved ia tedious but 
extremely important for the aucceaa of the move.  Everything, literally 
everything, must be included.  It ia recommended that identification 
taga and numbers be attached to every item or group of items that will 
be moved.  A list ahould be prepared ahowing the identification number, 
description of the item, quantity of grouped items, the dimensions and 
weight of the item, ita old location, ita new location, a criticality or 
importance rating, a security rating, who ia responsible for the ite», 
and any apecial notea aa to packing, handling, or departure aequencing. 
This list ahould be grouped in such a way that it ia extreaely clear 
where the item comes from and where it will go.   Floor plana of the old 
and new aitea ahould be prepared in detail ahowing the placement and 
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location of each item on the Hat.  Thia Hat ahould be reviewed by 
aeveral membera of the Hove Teaa to inaure that it ia complete and 
accurate. 
It ia moat important to tag. Hat, and be fully aware of the 
characteriatica of the component a that make up the computer icaelf. 
Some of theae itema will probably be the biggeat , heavieat, moat 
critical, and in need of the moat aecurity of all itema in the data 
center. 
If items can be grouped or packed together, a manageable lot aixe ahould 
be maintained.  The grouping or aizing ahould be aimed at allowing the 
itema to be moved quickly and with maximum protection againat damange. 
Thia ia particularly true for tapea and diaka.  A damaged or loat tape 
or diak could cauae real trouble at catch up time. 
Any itema auch aa new atorage facilitiea, new furniture, and new 
equipment ahould be inatalled in the new location and checked out aa 
early aa ia reaaonably poaaible.  Thia will be one leaa thing to be 
concerned about on Hove Day. 
How Will Thinga Be Moved? 
A very large area that muat be planned ia the methoda employed in 
material handling.  There will be many typea of itema requiring material 
handling equipment with different capabilitiea.  Arrangement a and 
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specialised equipaent nuit be available to relocate both Che heavy and 
bulky controllers and the light, but senaitive, ayateaa console.  There 
will be several acceptable material handling Methods that could be 
employed for different types of equipaent.  The method that minimises 
the risk of daaange should be selected. 
The proper amount of moving equipment muat be provided because valuable 
minutes can be lost waiting for trucks, dollies, and elevatora.  Plana 
and arrangements must be made to minimise or to avoid all together these 
types of delays.  It can be done by having more trucks available, or 
scheduling the elevators for an optimum flow of move related itt 
The mover will have to provide pallets or tubs for cablea, ateel ramps, 
dollies, pads, rigging equipment, special rolling devices for heavy 
units, heavy duty boxes, moving bars, cardboard and packing tape.  There 
may be the need for special moving vana, forklift trucka, and cranes to 
move equipment. 
A lot depends on the diatance the equipment must travel.  If the 
distance is long, involving a lot of material handling, the computer 
component will have to be protected by extenaive and time consuming move 
preparation packing.  If the diatance is short and the material handling 
ia leas complicated, components do not have to be packed and protected 
aa much.  If the conditions allow, devicea made up of aeveral pieces can 
be moved aa a unit, aaving the dissssembling time.  Somte cablea 
connecting two devicea can be tagged and disconnected from ooe device 
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and left connected to the other.  This will cut the assembly t is»e for 
these devices in half.  A lot of cable tagging can be done in advance of 
Hove Day.  Special care should be taken to protect cablea.  They are 
easily damaged by pulling on connectors, atepping on and bending 
connecting pins, and rolling the cable into too tight of a coil. 
It will be important to be sure that the individuala who are going to 
actually move particular aenaitive or critical components are fully 
trained in exactly what they should or should not do.  Any computer 
component should be moved by lifting or pushing on framea, not the 
panels.  The panels will bend and will daaange circuitry inside.  The 
smallest bump in a floor or loading dock can break circuit boards and 
chips if a computer component is rolled too fast. 
Packing must be done carefully and under the direction of move control 
personnel.  Taga must be accurate and attached to items securely in a 
position that will provide quick and eaay identification.  Special 
handling notes should be attached to items and ahould be visible and 
eaaily underatood.  Once things start to move it will be hard to find a 
lost or missed labeled item. 
It must be remembered that one of the reaponsibilitiea the electronic 
data processing organization is the security of important and sensitive 
data and the security of the machines to process it.  Special provisions 
must be planned and arranged to protect information and machines when 
they are outside of the normal security protection while the move ia in 
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progress.  Thia can be accomplished by increased alertness to unusual 
occurrences, armed guarda, limited publication of the details regarding 
the times and the move route, tranaportation vehiclea that can be 
locked, increaaed security surveillance, police escorts, and cession 
sense.  Different stove situations will require different levels of 
security planning. 
The Hove Path 
The definition of the Hove Path ia simply the route or combination of 
routes by which the computer moves from the old location to the new 
location.  The Hove Path can include: hallways, ramps, elevators, 
loading docks, cranea, highwaya, city streets, even oceans and 
airplanes.  On the other hand, it may aimply be the rearrangement of 
components within the exiating aite.  The important iasue here ia that 
every inch of the Hove Path muat be thoroughly understood, measured, and 
documented.  The Hove Path should be chosen to minimize the tranait time 
and to minimise the risk of loss or daaange to the computer.  Each 
aegment of the Hove Path ahould be analyzed in detail in ita aelf and aa 
it fits into the Hicro Hove Plan. 
As a atarting point, current building floor plana, road maps, traffic 
achedulea, truck capacitiea, floor loading specificationa, doorway 
clearances, elevator capacitiea, and loading dock configurations should 
be obtained.  Then, in a step by atep manner, try to find the path that 
allows the quickest movement between the two points that alao providea 
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the least risk of damage to the coaputer or delay in the a eve schedule. 
It ia important to know the aaxiaua diaensions of height, width, and 
length, aa well aa the heavieat iteaa to be aoved.  Reaeaber that 
coaputer coaponenta repreaent voluaea to be aoved.  For eiaaple, the 
width and length alone aay clear certain areaa but when coabined within 
a ainglc object there aay not be enough rooa for turning and the 
material handling requireaenta to move theae heavy and bulky objecta. 
The hazarda muat be diacovered and incorporated within the Hove Path 
planning.  The saallcat clearance in width and height, the aaxiaua floor 
loading, the maximum load an elevator can carry, the availability of 
appropriate airline connections, the ruah hour traffic achedule along a 
move route will each limit in theaaelvea the effectiveneaa of the total 
Hove Path.  It muat be determined quickly for each propoaed Hove Path 
what the weakeat link ia and what makes it that way.  Soae alternativea 
will have to be discarded becauae of theae weak pointa.  For exaaple, it 
would not be wise to chooae a Hove Path that included a highway that ia 
acheduled to have major construction and the reaulting detoura along it 
during the time planned to move the coaputer.  Nor would it be wise to 
chooae a route that had an extreaely rough aurface. 
Every move must have at leaat two Hove Patha in caae one becoaea 
inoperable for aoae reaaon on Hove Day.  If there are particularly 
queationable or riaky linka along the Hove Path, aeveral alternatives 
ahould be available in caae one link cannot be used at the laat ainute. 
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Each combination of linka ••king a complete Hove Path ahould be 
documented and uniquely identified.  If on Hove Day a change in Hove 
Patha ia required, a quick and veil underatood ahift can be made by 
•imply aaying that all component* or item* from now on will travel oo 
Hove Path C until problem* on Hove Path C are cleared up. 
Once a group of optimal Hove Patha have been developed, each path muat 
be teated.  At minimum they ahould be traveled by move plannera from 
beginning to end being alert to apot overlooked hazard* and problem*. 
Full aite wooden model* of the largeat component* can be conatructed and 
moved through the Hove Path uaing propoaed material handling method*.  A 
full-acale dreaa reheraal uaing component modela will clarify method* 
and responsibilities and will uncover unforeaeen problem*, hazarda, and 
riaka in time to correct them before Hove Day.  Computer aimulationa can 
be helpful in predicting queueing problem* and bottleneck* while teating 
the ease and flexibility of ahifting from one path to another. 
Hicro Hove Schedule 
It ia important to complete the macro move acheduling and planning 
diacuaaed ao far, but until the micro, or detailed move plan ia 
completed, the planning job ia only half done. Hicro acheduling will 
tie everything together and will be the aource of all Hove Day 
achedulea, check liata, timetablea, and the estimated elapsed time of 
the move. 
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Micro move scheduling ia an art form augmented with aeveral conceptually 
analytical toola.  The goal of micro move acheduling ia to prepare a 
schedule of detailed events in fifteen minutes or leas time slices that 
includea all macro planning, restrictions, and aupport activities; and 
to use available resources to accomplish all of the taaka required to 
move the electronic data processing facility in aa ahort a time period 
as possible with minimum risk of delay and in aa controlled a process aa 
poasiblc. 
What should be done first?  The first step is to prepare a Hat of 
activities.  Each activity on the liat should be a aingle teak of from 
five to fifteen minutes in duration.  If the task seems to take more 
time, break it down into definable aubtaaka.  This list will contain 
aeveral hundred entries and may apan a time frame from aeveral weeka 
before the move through several weeka sfter the move.  The list should 
include sequentially dependent taaks.  For example, what must be done 
before this task can begin.  What can follow the completion of thia 
task?  It ia important to include for each taak the person responsible 
for completing the taak.  A meaaurement or eatimate of optimiatic, 
expected, and peaaimiatic time to complete the taaka should be added to 
the liat.  The time eatimatea will have been made based on the use of 
certain amounts of reaourcea, i.e., technicians, movers, trucks, and ao 
on.  The required reaourcea associated with different time eatimatea 
must be noted because in the optimization process units of required 
resources can be added and rearranged.  Thia may reault in changes in 
the eatimaced time to complete the taaka.  The liat should also note 
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possible riaka, alternative couraea of action, and any other not* that 
will fully deacribe the taaka.  Estimated tiaea can be developed by 
aimulation, tiaie/aotion study, phyaical modelling, walk througha, 
experience, or juat gueaaing. 
The job of defining the detailed move taaka ia one of the aoat iaportant 
and exacting joba required in aucceaaful aove planning.  Long houra will 
be apent with vendora, aanagera and othera who have aoved coaputera 
going over each atep of the aove to obtain the data needed here.  How 
long doea it take a technician to reaove the cablea froa coaponent X? 
How long doea it take the elevator under a heavy load to go from the 
tenth floor to the ground level?  How long doea it take to aove a 
component from point A to point B along the Hove Path?  If additional 
reaourcea are needed, how much lead time ia required?  How long will it 
take the crane to lower a component to an awaiting truck?  Queatiooa 
like thia will identify taak/tiae segment a that auat be conaidered. 
A very critical aet of dependent taaka start around the time that 
premove preparation work ia being coapleted and cootinuea to the tiae 
when the move ia well underway.  Thia ia the tranaition period or the 
beginning of the move.  The point being Bade ia that the aequence of 
aove related taaka will not begin in full until the production and 
preaove production taaka have been aucceaafully coapleted.  Thia aay 
neceaaitate having two or three planned atart pointa with the 
correaponding Micro Hove Plana. 
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Another type of task that needs aoae apecial attention ia the debugging 
of the computer once it ia reaaaeabled.  Any eatiaate here can be 
criticized, but aoae atteapt aiuat be aade to include a reasonable 
expected down tine related to diagnoatica and debugging.  Here ia an 
example of a method for approaching the time needed for debugging:  A 
vendor apent between four and aixteen houra per bug during the 
installation of a particular computer.  If there were one bug in each of 
the aix siain coaponenta currently under consideration, twenty-four to 
ninty-six hours could be added to the stove tiae for the debugging task. 
Other types of problems could snd should be included in the list of 
taaka in a aiailar manner. 
The next step will integrate the detailed time/task/resource liat into a 
coordinated liat of events.  PERT, CPU, CANT chsrta and aiaulation are 
all tools that can be uaed here.  The iaportant point ia to develop a 
tine, event-dependent, flexible nodel of all of the eventa aaaociated 
with the move.  The estimated optimistic, expected, and peasiaistic 
total tiae of coapletion can now be obtained.  This should be correlated 
with experiencea of other moves to be sure that eatiaatea are 
reaaonable.  The probability of completing the move in two, three, or x 
daya can now be analyzed and reviewed in relation to the Hove Window, 
the Plan B preparation, and the availability of needed resources. 
Because the model ia flexible, different arrangement a of Hove Paths, 
reaourcea committed to certain taaka, sequencing of events, overlapping 
of work and alternative aaterial handling aethoda can be atudied. 
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Certain change* will increase the probability of completing the aove 
sooner.  Other changes will decrease the difference between the 
optimistic and pessimistic total completion time.  The critical path of 
events snd tasks should be the focus of analyais and experimentation. 
Critical points must be built into the scheduling process that can be 
used on Hove Day to initiate an alternative Micro Hove Plana.  For 
example, if the move gets off to s late start, there should be an 
appropriate Hicro Hove Plan describing the move under that aituation. 
Another example would be if after twenty-four houra into the move eventa 
are four to six hours behind their scheduled time of completion, a 
predetermined ahift to another Hicro Hove Plan from then on would be 
available and ready to go. 
A what-if decision tree should alao be utilixed for preparing 
alternative predeveloped Hicro Hove Plana.  What if premove production 
work cannot be completed in time?  What Hicro Hove Plan would be used? 
What if there are more computer buga than planned for?  What Hicro Move 
Plan should be utilixed? 
Once the best set of Hicro Hove Plans and their alternative* have been 
developed and agreed to, move control schedules, truck schedules, 
manpower arrangementa, work achedules, transportation and material 
handling arrangmenta, elevator schedules, loading sequences and check 
lists, dispatch achedulea, interim or ataging atorage areaa and 
individual work assignments can all be finalixed, documented, and 
distributed to appropriate individuala. 
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CHAPTER 9 - PHYSICAL SITE PREPARATION 
Preparation of Che physical aice can Cake many forma and can vary in 
complexity frcn juac rearranging an exiating computer room Co building a 
whole new facility froa acratch.  To tome extent all of Che element a of 
phyaical aite preparation muat be addreaaed to aone degree in every 
computer move.  The bigger the taak, the more time muat be allocated and 
the higher the riak factor aaaociated with the move.  The following 
paragraphs will addreaa the aubject aa if a completely new aite ia 
involved in the move project. 
Conatruction Schedulea 
In any computer site that ia being prepared for a new computer, changea 
are required moat of the time in the facility.  Theae changea are 
usually performed by some organization outaide of the data proceaaing 
activity.  They may take the form of an architect, a contractor, a 
subcontractor, a plant engineering department, an office aervicea 
department, a apecialiat or a conaultant in a particular area.  Whatever 
the group ia called, there are aome fundamental rulea that muat be 
adhered to. 
1.  The repreaentative from the data proceaaing activity muat bring 
theae outaide organizationa into the planning early.  They can be 
thought of aa members of the Move Team becauae their activitiea will 
aet the pace for how soon the computer move can begin.  How they 
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perform their functions toward* meeting the requirement* for the nev 
facility will determine not only the auccesa at the beginning of 
operation* in the new facility, but will determine the overall 
long-tern value of the facility to aupport data proceaaing 
act ivit iea. 
2. Once the outaide organization hae a general idea of what function 
they are to perform, they will begin to work aa faat aa poasible to 
complete that work.  It ia important that the data proceaaing 
plannera stay well ahead of the outaide organization1a activities. 
3. Any activities that involve communications between two individuala 
has the poaaiblity for misinterpretation.  The data proceaaing 
planners must continuously check on the work being done by the 
outaide organization to be sure that the needa and requirementa are 
being properly interpreted in actiona, products, and aervicea 
provided. 
4. The data proceaaing planner oust have a knowledge of the areaa that 
outaide organizations are working on.  The management principle of 
delegation of reaponaibi1ity pertaina here.  The data proceaaing 
planners are atill reaponaible for the work done by the outsider. 
The data proceaaing planners must be reaaonably aure that work will 
meet thatir needa. 
5. If planning ia well in advance of doing, changes in requirements 
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will be minimal.  But when change* do become neceaaary, they ahould 
be implemented aa aoon aa poaaible.  The further along the actual 
work, the more cxpenaive and time-conauaing will be any change.  Aa 
the actual Hove Day approaches, any change will have a tendency to 
increase the riak factor for the move. 
6.  Progress of work being done on a computer facility muat be planned, 
monitored and analyzed.  Several techniquea are appropriate here. 
CPN, PERT, CANTT charta, activity liata, and the like can be of 
great value in aaaeaaing the progreaa of work being done on the 
facility.  Any auch tool muat have the following element a:  It muat 
liat activitiea in finite but meaaureable detail.  Activity 
boundariea muat be clearly defined.  Each activity muat have a 
planned atart and finish time.  Each activity muat have a aingle 
person or organisation that ia reaponaible for ita aucceaaful 
completion.  Aa time paaaea, the amount of work remaining for each 
activity muat be measured and reported. 
Baaed on the progreaa of the work, peaaimiatic, expected, and 
optimiatic estimated timea of completion can be calculated.  Theae 
times will be used with other plana to aaaeaa the progreaa of work 
required on the facility before Hove Day. 
Facilitiea Planning Aida 
The technology of facilitiea planning haa developed aa quickly aa that 
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of electronic data processing.  New computers require core support than 
ever before in the area* of power, air conditioning, fire prevention, 
and back-up capabilities. 
What are the sources of facilities planning knowledge? (8,9) 
Computer vendors are probably the best bet.  This is their business and 
they Bee many examples of new facilitien.  They see the mistakes and the 
successes.  They do reasearch into better methods and approaches. 
Computer vendors offer some facilities planning services for free, but 
they will charge for the large jobs.  This is money well spent. 
Consultants are the next source.  They provide a   services similar to 
that of computer vendors.  They excel in specialized or nonstandard 
facilities planning tasks and can act as a second opinion if there is 
limited detailed technical knowledge available within the Move Team. 
Consultants are expensive and are more appropriate for smaller data 
processing installations. 
Books, periodicals, manuals, publications, and seminars will add a great 
amount of dimension to facilities planning.  The planner can pick and 
choose, taking the beat from many sources and adding his own 
imagination.  This is time-consuming but cheap.  It is possibly the beat 
way to develop internal expertise on the subject. 
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The laat source of facilities planning information ia to interview 
othera who have done the facilitiea planning taaka succeaafully, aee 
what they did well or poorly, aak what they would have done differently. 
They probably have a wealth of documentation left over from their 
project that could be borrowed. 
All sources that can be utilized ahould be.  The more information, the 
better the facilitiea planning job and the fewer embarraaing miatakea 
will be made that can only be corrected when the next new facility ia 
built. 
What must be considered? 
In thia section, no attempt will be made to discuaa the technical 
aspects of the areas that must be considered in facilitiea design and 
planning.  Hany of theae areaa require a large baae of apecialired 
engineering knowledge.  Hany timea the real problem ia in knowing what 
ahould be conaidered rather than knowing the technical details.  The 
following will be a list of subjects and areas that muat be at leaat 
reviewed.  Some will not be required in a apecific project.  Others will 
be the center of the project'a attention.  The liat ia aa followa: 
Phyaical space 
Floor layout 
Work flow 
Office layout 
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Work station design 
Furniture 
Lighting/wind ova 
Sound diaperaal 
Elevators 
Ramps 
Food facilitiea 
Reat rooma 
Training apace 
Programmer work apace 
Parking 
Privacy 
Vendor parking 
Vendor work apace 
Tape and disk atoragc 
Supply atorage 
Shelving 
Program library 
Shipping/receiving 
Waate diapoaal 
Water conditioning 
Air filtration 
Air conditioning 
Temperature/humidity 
Cooling towera 
Floor air handlera 
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Cold water chillier* for computer 
Structural floor loading 
Vibrat ion 
Computer 
Raised floor 
Electrically grounding raised floor 
Phone coverage 
Telecommunications requirements 
Intercom capability 
Paging equipment 
Cleaning and maintenance 
Safety 
National Fire Protection Association requirement! 
Factory Insurance Association requirements 
Facilities for handicapped employees 
Fire detection system 
Fire prevention 
Fire extinguishing system 
Source of power 
Electrical buffering 
Lightning protection 
Interruptible power source 
Voltage regulation 
Frequency limits 
Crounding 
Phase rotation 
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Emergency power off control 
Motor generators 
Pover circuits 
Power panel location* 
Utility outleta 
Utility control panel 
Physical security 
Closed circuit television 
After houra accurity 
Security-guests/toura/maintenance/deliveries 
Emergency power 
Emergency air conditioning 
Emergency lighting 
Emergency security 
Emergency chilled water 
Medical equipment 
Clocks 
Restrictions on smoking and food 
Interior deaign 
Door waya 
Carpeting 
Furniture placement 
As can be seen, the list is long.  Each area or aubject hae a vaat 
amount of detail.  Facilitiea planning for electronic data processing 
equipment ia juat aa complicated aa planning for any complete new 
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building.  As each of the areas ia being addreaaed, growth muat be 
considered.  Hov long the facility laata dependa to a great extent on 
how well the forecaat of growth in the facility requirements haa been 
made.  Time spent in planning and forecaating will yield benefita for 
years to cone. 
Equipment Configuration 
The physical layout of the computer configuration ia a large and 
exacting task.  The name of the game here ia flexibility.  Flexibility 
in expansion and growth.  Flexibility in operation, and flexibility to 
facilitate the actual relocation task.  If more than one computer ia 
involved in the move, the job becomes increaaing more complicated.  Each 
machine must be first considered by itaelf, then it muat be conaidered 
with all the others. 
The first level of the task ia to lay out all of the preaent and near 
future equipment in a manner that will facilitate eaae of operation. 
The phyaical dimenaiona and characteristics of the room muat be dealt 
with.  This is not as eaay aa it may aound.  Computers are made up of 
many pieces of equipment and they can be arranged in a large number of 
combinations.  The conaole can go one way or the other.  The tape drivea 
can be here or there, and ao on.  Each time a change ia made all other 
devicea muat be adjuated.  All of the skills of work space layout and 
induatrial engineering can be brought into play here.  Remember that 
each step saved for a computer operation can be equated to a decreaae in 
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computer proceaaing delay. 
The next level of Che cquipaent configuration taak ia the apace for 
aervicc clearance.  Hoat computer vendor* aupply acaled dovn teaplatea 
that ahow the machine outline and the apace needed for door awinga and 
acrvicing.  In tone caaea aervice apace can be overlapped.  In moat thia 
will not be allowed,  and may require changea in the layout of the 
computer configuration. 
The next level of the taak ia the maximum cable lengtha between devicea. 
Computer! require 100 to 200 cablea and hoaea that connect devicea and 
run under the raiaed floor.  Some cablea cannot be longer than 50 feet. 
Thia will limit the diatance between machinea and will change the 
configuration.  Sometimea new cablea muat be ordered to allow a 
particular layout to work.  The delivery time for theae cablea muat be 
conaidered in move planning. 
Another conaideration ia the power cablea to the computer.  The 
connectora muat be properly apecified and inatalled.  Power cablea muat 
alao be meaaured and placed near where they will be uaed.  All circuit 
breakera muat be labeled.  All circuica muat be checked out at the power 
panel.  All power cablea muat be teated for polarity, current, voltage, 
etc. 
Aa the layout ia being finalized, the actual poaition of the machine 
lega muat be synchronized with the aupporta for the raiaed floor.  There 
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will be floor cutout* for cables under each machine.  Thia will weaken 
the floor panel; and to compensate for thia, extra support pedeatele 
will be needed.   There May be aoae ahift of the layout to sake the 
floor cutouta right. 
Needleaa to Bay, there ia alot of redeaigning and rearranging of the 
computer configuration.  Thia ia the time to find errora in the layout 
because it ia impoaaible to stretch a 2 inch cable or to try different 
layout combinations at the laat ninute with Machines whose weight ranges 
from 200 pounds to a ton.  The aucceaa of the move dependa on everything 
working right the firat time. 
Pre-Move Testing 
Although planning and follow-up in facility preparation ia important, 
only when the finished product is tested is it clear that everything ia 
ready to support the computer being moved in.  There are many waya to do 
testing.  The cloaer the teat parallels actual operating conditions, the 
better.  The following are examples of what could be done in aelected 
area.  Imagination and need will aid in developing teata matching 
particular aituationa. 
Environment Control Teat 
The overhead air conditioning system for the data center will operate 
alone for one week without failure. 
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Each floor air conditioning unit in turn will be put into operation 
alone without the overhead ayatea.  Each will run for no leaa than 
four daya without failure. 
When all unita have been teated alone, all floor unita and the 
overhead ayatea will be turned on and will continue to run without 
failure until the computer move. 
All air conditioning unita and related equipatent will be checked 
periodically for water leaka and electrical over load a. 
All floor unita ahould be awitched over to the backup ayatea.  The 
unita ahould run thia way for no leaa than two daya. 
Chilled Water Teat 
The liquid chilling package ahould be atarted along with all 
aupporting cooling towera, puapa, and controla.  Thia teat ahould run 
for no leaa than one week. All pipea, valvea, and connectiona will be 
checked for leaka and malfunctiona. 
It ahould be ahown that the backup ayatea to the Power Coolant 
Diatribution Unit haa the proper preaaure, flow rate and teaperature 
to aupport the Power Coolant Diatribution Unit in the event the liquid 
chilling package faila. 
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After the coaputer haa been installed and ia operational, the chilled 
water ayatem will be switched over to the backup ayatea and will run 
that way for no leaa than 4 daya. 
Computer Power Teata 
Voltage Regulator 
A load will be placed on one of the regulated circuita and the voltage 
level will be recorded continuoualy for no leaa than 7 daya. 
The circuit will be switched over to nonregulated power and the teat 
repeated. 
Motor Generator Set 
The MC aet will be atarted up.  It will be verified that the HC aet ia 
in good working order.  It will continue to run for no leaa than 2 
daya. 
A load will be placed on the HC aet and it will run that way for no 
leaa than 4 daya. 
The HC aet will be turned off for one day.  After that time the MC act 
will be turned on again. 
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120 Receptacles 
All receptacle* will be labeled aa to if they are on the emergency 
backup ayatem. 
Each receptacle will be teatcd to verify that it ia operational. 
The emergency backup power generator will be turned on and each 
receptacle on the backup ayatem will be teated to verify that it ia 
operational. 
Emergency Generator 
The emergency generator will be turned on and all circuita will be 
teated that feed the motor generator, the voltage regulator, the air 
conditioning and the chilled water equipment for the data center. 
After the computer haa been inatalled, the emergency generator ayata 
will be put into operation and the data center will run on the 
emergency ayatem for 24 houra. 
Branch Circuit Teat 
All branch circuita will be teated for phaae rotation. 
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All connectors will be checked by Che computer vendor to assure proper 
connector selection snd proper instil 1st ion.  All connectors will be 
tsgged for lster identification. 
All circuit breskers will be checked by the computer vendor for 
sccurscy snd for proper installation with computer power cables. 
Extra circuit brcakera will be made available.  There should be one 
for esch circuit in the dsts center. 
Extrs connectors will be made available.  There ahould be one for each 
computer power cable. 
Emergency Tests 
Emergency Power Off Switch 
All systems will be put into operation and the emergency power off 
switch will be pulled.  A check will be made of all utilities and 
circuits to determine if power waa completely removed from the data 
center. 
Computer Room Control Panel 
It will be proven that each indicator on the computer room master 
control panel operatea under the conditiona it waa designed to 
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monitor. 
Aa all of the other teata arc performed, the computer room maater 
control panel will be checked for proper indication of cooditiona 
being tcatcd. 
Emergency Lighting 
The building lighting will be turned off and the emergency lighting 
will be turned on.  A check of all areaa relating to the data center 
will be checked to be aure there ia adequate lighting preaent. 
Fire Protection Teata 
Fire Detectors 
All fire detetora will be teated to verify their proper operation. 
The computer room control panel and the Ha Ion control pane la will be 
checked for proper handling of the aignala from each detector. 
Control Sequence 
The fire control aequence will be teated up to but not including the 
final discharge of the Halon for each cone of the data center. 
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The abort sequence will be tested for no leaa than 5 eye lea for each 
rone of the data center. 
For all fire testa, proper aignala aust be received in the Control 
Center . 
A check will be made to verify that air conditioners and air 
circulstion stops st the proper point in the fire control sequence. 
Fire Prevention 
A teat will be performed to verify that the water heada will activate 
and turn off at the proper tine. 
A full test will be performed in the Computer Room uaing a Halon 
substitute (Halon 122).  The detectors will sense a simulated fire. 
The fire control sequence will run with one abort attempt, and the 
Halon substitute will be discharged. 
The folowing conditiona will be checked during the teat: 
1. Did all signals and alarms operate properly? 
2. Did the control sequence act aa expected? 
3. How long waa there a concentration of greater than 5 percent? 
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U.  Waa the concentration ever greater than 10 percent? 
5. Hov long did it take to reach a denaity of greater than 5 
percent? 
6. A multipoint concentration teat recorder will be uaed for thia 
teat. 
7. Diacharge analyzer atrip charta will be Bade and uaed aa teat 
documentation. 
Security Teata 
Card Key Syatem 
All featurea of the card key aecurity ayatem will be teated.  The 
features are:  (Hated from apeci f icat iona and requirementa) 
The ayatem will be turned to backup mode and the appropriate featurea 
will be teated at each card reader. 
All power will be removed from the aecurity ayatem and each door will 
be checked to be aure all doora will remain in the locked cooditioo. 
Cloaed Circuit TV Syatem 
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Each camera will be teated for depth of field and area of viaibility. 
Each monitor will be teated for clear viaibility and proper operation. 
Switching ayatema will be checked for proper operation. 
Acceaa Floor Teat 
A apot check will be made of areaa under the raiaed floor for 
cleanlineaa. 
All floor tilea will be checked for rockera. 
All edgea will be checked to be aure they are filled in tight againat 
the aide walla. 
All cutouta will be checked for aire, location, and final finiah. 
Extra reinforcing pedeatala will be checked and floor panela that are 
greatly cut away will be checked to be aure they have been aecured to 
the pedeatal. 
When the heat ia high during the environment teata, the carpet will be 
checked for atatic uaing the CRI ahuffle teat (I. F.  Walker method) 
at 20 percent relative humidity and 70 degreea F.  The reaulta should 
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■how lea* than 1 kv. 
Extra pedestala, panel*, air grilla, air grill cutouti, 120 power 
panela and power panel cutouta will be Made available. 
Hove Path Teata 
A model of the largeat piece of equipment to be relocated will be 
moved through the Hove Path.  Thia will verify that the computer 
equipment will fit into the elevatora and through doorwaya along the 
move route. 
The elevatora will be teated to verify that they will lift amoothly at 
leaat 2,500 pounda. 
The elctrical trenchea along the Hove Path will be teated to verify 
that they can aupport 2,500 pounda diatributed on four A inch wheels. 
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CHAPTER 10 - COMMITMENTS AND AGREEMENTS 
It ia one thing to organize, plan, achedule, and teat; but all ia for 
naught if individuals do not actually perform the taake they are 
reaponaible for on Move Day.  When communications wti deacribed earlier, 
it waa mentioned that active and detailed communications between membera 
of the Move Team would lcaaen the chance of misunderstandings and 
erroneous or inconaiatent activitiea. 
It ia extremely dangeroua to aaaume that a converaation in the context 
of a planning aeaaion representa an agreement to commit reaourcea or to 
prepare to perform aome taak.  Remember, for a aucceaaful computer move 
nothing can go wrong.  There ia juat not enough time nor flexibility in 
activities to rethink or call up unprepared individuala and reaourcea to 
fill the gap caused by the misunderstanding of intentiona. 
Commitments represent those formal or semi formal detailed diacuaaiona 
regarding resources, both human and material, that will be directed 
toward and used in the completion of a particular taak in a prearranged 
plan at a mutually underatood time.  These diacuaaiona muat be carried 
on by individuals who have the authority to direct reaourcea and who 
will be held accountable if the taak ia not properly completed.  These 
decision makera repreaenting different organizations must not promise to 
deliver more than ia reaaonably possible.  One commitment will build on 
another and all links in the chain must be depended on equally. 
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Agreements are aimilar to, and in aoae CIICI aynonymous with, 
commitments.  Agreements have the additional meaning of outlining 
methoda by which organizations will deal with each other under different 
circuaatancea that may take place in the future.  An agreement may take 
the form of working within the rulea of a union contract during the 
computer move in which workera may be required to perform dutiea that 
conflict with the baaic contract.  An agreement could alao include the 
poaaible commitment of additional reaourcea by an organization to the 
move taaks in the event of an emergency. 
It acema important again that all commitment a and agreements ahould be 
in writing and repreaent the complete underatandinga of all parties 
involved. 
The following will be a diacuaaion of some repreaentative areaa where 
commitmentn and agreements are involved.  Once again thia ia not an 
exhaust ive list. 
Regulation 
The world is filled with regulationa from building codea to ICC rules 
for interstate transportstion of equipment.  OSHA will have rulea and 
regulations involving the safety of workers.  The FIA and the inaurance 
carrier will have rulea and regulationa involving the aafety of the 
equipment.  Auditora may be involved and regulate what can and cannot be 
done.  The Hove Manager muat be aware of all of the regulations that 
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will impact on Che move.  Surprises on Hove Day in this area are 
diaaaterioua.  The important point here ia that regulationa reatrict the 
flexibility to some extent of move plannera ao the regulationa muat be 
understood in the very early atagea of move planning. 
Union i 
This will not be an attempt to evaluate the value of unionism but there 
are a lot of important constraints on move plannera that emenate from a 
union presence. 
One of the firat conaiderations is the possibility of a union action 
before the completion of a new computer facility.  A long atrike could 
bring the move planners to Hove Day without a finiahed facility.  An 
analysis should be done to list all related contract due datea and the 
probability of expected labor action.  These possible delaya muat be 
considered when choosing an expected Hove Day. 
The other major consideration here ia territorial boundariea.  Hove 
planners muat aaaeaa what labor group will be involved in the move and 
muat fully underatand the work boundariea and the interaction with other 
union or non-union labor groupa. 
No move can afford to be delayed by juriadictional diaputea arupting 
among the tradea.  If there ia a foreseeable conflict, it ahould be 
aettled before the move and formal agreements must be reached between 
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Che parties •■ early aa poaaible.  It ia a wise idea to have union 
management available on quick notice during the aiove juat in caae. 
Selecting the Mover* 
The ccnputer vendora will supply the manpower to diaaasemble and 
reaaaenble the hardware, but one of the biggeat and aioat iaportant jobs 
in the physical relocation is perforated by the mover.  This area ia alao 
one with a high risk factor when considering the success of Che move.  A 
component can be dananged by being jarred.  A cable connector can have 
its pins bent and damaged. The truck carrying the equipment can be 
involved in a traffic accident.  Each of theae examples will impact the 
outcome of the move and ia under the responsibility of the mover. 
There sre many moving companies who csn adequately perform Che duciea 
required.  How can Che besC one for Che job aC hand be aelected? 
Experience, resources, and cost are Che key Co Che aeleccion.  Before 
bids are requested, all of Che potential candidatea muat provide the 
following information about their companies: 
Address of mover 
Applicable tariffa 
Number of full-time employeea 
Average length of aervice of employeea 
Variety of experience of supervisory personnel 
Number of trucka owned by type of truck 
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Other type* of equipment available 
Description of warehouse facilitiea - aite, location, physical f«atur« 
Insurance coverage 
Number of men available to be used on thia job 
Description of equipaent available to be used on thia job 
List of other moves which presented similar problems 
Names of customers with similar moves 
Dun and Bradatreet report 
Union affiliation 
Once this information haa been reviewed, the liat of posaible movera 
should be reduced with only the most qualified remaining. 
A meeting should be held with qualified repreaentatives of all potential 
moving companies.  The move ahould be outlined, accenting what ia to be 
moved, when and acroas what route.  The date for formal bida to be 
returned ahould be clear and understood by all.  The advantage here ia 
that everyone receivea the same information and ahould submit bids on an 
equal baaia. 
Coat need not be the sole deciding factor. Regulations and competition 
will reduce the range of coat differencea. Quality of expected service, 
specifically in moving aenaitive electronic data proceaaing equipment, 
ia the moat important deciaion parameter. 
Contracta and Other Written Agreements  (1,4) 
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Anyone participating in the computer move will add to or help decrease 
the level of riak aaaociated with the move.     If thinga go well no one 
will care what written agreementa exiated between the participanta.  If 
thinga go poorly, there will be large danagea that auat be borne by 
«oneone.  For thia reaaon, the ultimate ia to have legal, binding, 
written contracta for all participanta ape 1 ling out exactly what ia 
expected of them at move time.  Of courae thia ia iapractical in 
practice.  On the other hand, the apirit of thia idea ia not out of the 
queation. 
No one will aign a contract making then liable for the full coat if the 
move goea badly and the organization ia no longer able to perfona ita 
function.  Thia ia particularly true for computer vendora, novera, and 
contractora preparing the facility. 
It ia reaaonable to expect participating organizationa to aign contracta 
deacribing what they are expected to do, including when they will be on 
the job, how many men of what type will be comnitted to the move, what 
will be the charge for their aervicea, what will they do in detail, what 
equipment will they bring with then, who ia liable if an employee ia 
injured on the job, how long ia their job expected to take to complete, 
what documentation or blueprinta will be prepared, and ao on for aa many 
itema and at whatever detail ia required to completely and clearly 
deacribe what ia expected from aupporting or participating 
organizationa. 
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The single moat important statement that must be agreed to by every 
participant ia what ia the definition and the conditions by which each 
particular reaponaibi 1 ity will be deeaied completed and acceptable.  This 
ia critical when dealing with the computer vendor and the contractor 
reaponaible for preparing the computer facility.  When does the data 
processing organiration take over the reaponaibility for the equipment? 
Tine apent on this issue will reduce the haggling after the move and may 
provide the force that will keep the partica involved actively working 
on the job until it really ia completed successfully and to the atandard 
of quality required. 
In some caaea contracta aa auch will not be appropriate.  There are 
atill several tools available by which the data processing organization 
can gain the high level of attention required of auch agreements.  A 
letter of intent can act aa a binding document.  A memorandum covering 
the required points can be uaed, and the publiahed minutea of meetinga 
where agreements were reached will all act to bind the organizations 
together. 
Insurance 
Inaurance carriera will not cover the real coat to an organization if a 
computer move gets into trouble and paralyzea the functiona an 
organization ia required to perform.  Once again there ia a very 
definite place for extra inaurance during a computer move.  The moat 
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important ia coverage for injury to peraonntl involved in move related 
activitiea.  Special attention ahould be given to employees performing 
function! that require the uae of their own autoaobilea auch aa carrying 
data or reports to and from backup locations. 
Extra coverage ahould be provided for danage to the equipment.  There ia 
a higher than average riak that a computer component will be damaged 
during the move. 
The computer diaka and tapea ahould be inaured not for the true phyaical 
value but for the coat required to regenerate or recreate the 
information on them.  After all, that will be the real coat if a diak ia 
lost or damaged during the move. 
Extra insurance ahould alao be obtained to cover the expenae of running 
the data processing operation in a backup location for an extended 
period of time if the move geta bogged down and contingency plare must 
be uaed.  All of this extra coverage can be arranged to cover a limited 
period of time, particularly the Hove Window.  Once again the insurance 
ia not needed after the move has been successfully completed so the 
coverage can be directed only at the riak period. 
Funding 
We will not discuss financial planning here. What will be described 
will be the interface between financial planning and the computer move 
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itself.  All of the equipment , products, aervicea, and work Chat auat be 
done to prepare the facility and to relocate the computer will coat 
money.  There are no aurpriaea here for aure.  The important point ia 
that all of theae coata muat be budgeted and approved early in the aiove 
planning cyclea.  Arrangements for backup and eaergency aervicea auat be 
completed early.  So then, the allocation of funda to pay for them auat 
alao be completed early. 
Many times all of the funda required for a computer move project muat be 
presented aa a group for approval.   There ia a lot of time expended 
trying to forecast future expected and unexpected coata that will become 
more measureable aa Hove Day approachea.  On the other hand, approval 
cannot be delayed too long becauae aome funda will be needed long before 
Hove Day to pay for required aervicea. 
At least two points should be remembered here.  One is that move project 
budgeting and approval muat be done early and to aa great a detail to 
aaaure reaaonable coat eatimatea.  The aecond point ia that a fairly 
large contingency fund ahould be made a clear part of the budget but act 
aaide for thoae coata not anticipated. 
A move plan cannot be alowed down or delayed becauae of lack of funda. 
Even more diaruptive ia the laat minute ruah to get eaergency funda 
•approved by upper management.  Once funda are allocated to the move 
project, they ahould be controlled uaing atandard project accounting 
techniquea and the Hove Hanager muat be aware of actual expenditurea aa 
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compared with the budgeted plan at all tiaca. 
New Poaitiona and Procedure* 
Aa mentioned earlier, if new poaitiona will be inatituted after the 
coaputer move, the individuala involved ahould be part of the Hove Teas 
in order to gain valuable experience. 
The firat houra and daya of the atart up after the aove will be aore 
effective if any new job poaitiona or procedure* are well documented and 
undcratood by all involved before Hove Day.  In a new facility juat 
about everything ia new and the aaooth continuation of the 
reaponaibi1 itiea of the data proceaaing organization depend on 
familiarity and underatanding.  Soae of the queationa that auat be 
answered before Hove Day are:  How will the phyaical work flow change? 
How will new joba interact with old joba?  Who will perfora theae new 
jobs?  Are the individuala currently available or auat they be hired? 
Are they trained?  What exactly will they do?  When do eaployeea eat 
meals, smoke, and relax; and where are theae activitiea reatricted? 
What new security realted requireaenta will be placed on eaployeea?  Who 
can and cannot go where and why?  Security zoning, eaployee 
identification and training auat be coapleted and teated before Hove 
Day.  Reasons auat be provided for new or controveraial policiea or 
procedures.  What new aafety and eaergency procedurea are needed?  What 
auat be known about the fire detection and prevention ayatea? 
Ill 
There will be a lot of activity and aaae confuaion after the computer 
haa been aucccaafully moved.  Thia will not be the tiaie to rethink job 
aaaignaenta or to atteapt to develop new work related policiea. 
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CHAPTER 11 - PUBLIC RELATIONS 
It goea without laying that with the aany people involved either aa 
membera of the Hove Team or aa outaidera aaaiating in the preparationa 
for Hove Day, that information about the aove will get out.  The aajor 
concern in thia chapter ia what ia the quality and content of the 
information?  Ia all the proper information getting to the right people? 
Arc rumor» confuaing the iaauea?  Ia there too auch information getting 
out?  All of the akilla of advertiaing and behavioral acience will come 
into play here.  People are generally curioua and like to be in the 
know.  With a computer aove that could greatly iapact the future of the 
organization, it ia worth being analytical to acne extent about who 
should receive what information and when. 
Early Stagea of Planning 
In the very early atagea of planning, very little information ahould 
reach the individuala outaide of the Hove Team for the obvioua reaaon 
that there ia very little fact at thia point in time.  On the other 
hand, aa mentioned earlier, communication! within the Hove Team auat be 
free, reliable, and active.  There will be a lot to do in a ahort period 
of time.  It ia extremely important at thia atage and any atage of the 
planning to keep rumora from misinforming people.  There will be aany 
alternative plana diacuaaed in the early atagea and aoae will be 
downright out of the queation.  All of theae plana auat be diacuaaed to 
gain a fuller underatanding of the diaenaiona of the taak at hand.  If 
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an extremely controversial plan ia diacuaaed and it g«ta into tha ruaior 
■ill, outaidera nay queation the integrity and capabilitiea of the Move 
Team.  Thia will cauae valuable time to be vaated explaining away the 
bad rumors. 
The Hove Team ahould include in ita planning the atrategy for the 
diaaemination of information about the move.  At what time and in what 
way will individuala and groupa be informed.  The plan muat include all 
aapecta from the very general overview down to the very detailed 
rcaponaibilitiea groupa will have during phaaea of the move. 
FirBt Notice 
In all phaaea and levels of communication it ia important to keep the 
atory honest and conaiatent.  There ia a lot at atake here and a Hove 
Team doea not need to get bogged down in an audit or an executive review 
seaaion due to intentional misinformation or repetitive conflicting 
atoriea about the upcoming move. 
Three or four months before the planned Hove Day, the firat wave of 
information ahould go out.  It should be in a written form to minimize 
misinterpretstion.  It should be sent to persona with overall management 
reaponaibility with the underatanding they will use discretion aa they 
pass the information along to their people. 
At thia time the general plan ahould be laid out.  What ia going to 
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happen?  At what alternative tiaea might the aove begin?  How long aay 
the aove take?  What contingency arrangements are being made?  Who can 
be contacted if need be?  What plana are being made to handle the 
ongoing workload? 
Initial Communications 
Alao at three to four aontha before Hove Day, information ahould be 
distributed within the organiration reaponaibile for electronic data 
proceaaing activitiea for the organization.  At firat it ahould cover 
the topics Hated in the paragraph entitled "Firat Notice".  It ahould 
then go on to explain in general terma what the aove will mean to the 
data proceaaing activity.  What will the facility be like.  How they 
will participate in the aove.  What plana auat they begin conaidering. 
The aove objective and aove atrategy can be outlined along with aoae of 
the reaponaibi1ity assignment a. 
At this time a diacuaaion ahould be held with management level employees 
in the electronic data proceaaing organization to inform thea of the 
riaka associated with the upcoming aove.  It ahould alao be atreaaed 
that this ia highly aenaitive information and must not be releaaed at 
this time.  In light of the riaka, planning auat begin cooaiatent with 
the contingency planning that ahould be well underway by now.  Critical 
coaputer applicationa auat be identified, prepared to continue running 
under the conditiona dictated by the contingency or backup plana. 
Methods for interfacing with theae ayateaa running in a backup aode auat 
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be discuaaed and planned without cauaing undue alarm in the community 
outaide the electronic data proceaaing organization.  A higher atate of 
awarcneaa ouit be developed to apot potential problems that may develop 
during the computer move. 
Detailed Facta 
One to two months before Hove Day, a document ahould be publiahed that 
describes in aome detail the facta about what ia going to happen, auch 
aa: when is Hove Day, facta about the computer equipment being moved, 
facta about the amount of time the move may take, facta about the move 
plan, responsibility lists, the operationa achedulea for the move 
period, special proceaaing or preparation requirementa and activitiea, a 
diacuaaion in aome detail of the major contingency plana and 
capabilitiea. 
All employees of the electronic data proceaaing organization muat have a 
good underatanding of this information because to keep computer uaera 
from becoming uneasy from this time on, their questions muat be anawered 
quickly and satisfactorily. 
From this time on responsibilities of each department or organization 
muat be clear and consistent with the Hacro Hove Plan.  Feedback muat be 
sought to uncover plana that will not synchronize well with the Hacro 
Hove Plan so that correctiona can be quickly made. 
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Hove Day Briefing 
This information session will happen between a day and an hour before 
the move will actually begin.  All plana are done and everyone ahould 
know what to do.  The information that will be preaented or handed out 
here will take the form of rcmindcra about critical iaauea, tactical 
adjustments consistent with the Macro Hove Plan, the final aelectiona 
among several poaaible alternatives within the Micro Hove Plan. 
Key people ahould be introduced ao that they can be eaaily identified. 
Fact sheets should be handed out to everyone involved.  Thia aheet 
should include: important phone numbers, instructions for summoning 
help, the locations of rest rooms and firat aid aasistance, achedulea 
for meals and shift changea, timea and locations of progreaa meetings. 
Follow Up 
A successful move goes very quickly and with an unbelieveable amount of 
concurrent activity.  After it ia over there ia a great tendency to 
forget about the vast amount of peraonal effort that went into the move. 
The last information distributed ia a follow up account of what 
happened, including statistics of performance, chronology of eventa, and 
goals achieved.  This will enable each individual to ahare in the 
personal satisfaction of being part of the larger team.  Thia also 
providea good documentation about one of the more significant eventa in 
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the life of the organization, 
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CHAPTER 12 - THE B1C DAY 
The planning is completed.  The arrangements are made.  The people are 
trained.  All chat ia left to do ia to begin.  Hove Day ia a symbol 
reprcaenting the actual time during which the computer ia being moved. 
Hove Day begina an hour or two before the computer ia powered down and 
laata until the computer ia back up in full operation again. 
Jobs 
All of the job aasignmenta diacuaaed in the organization chapter muat be 
ready to do their aaaigned taak flawleaaly.  It will be important to 
spot check the readineaa of key individuala.  A queation/anawer aeaaion 
on procedures or a what-if dialogue ia a good way to teat the depth of 
an individual's knowledge regarding aaaigned dutiea. 
It will be important to be aware of any aickneaa or other unexpected 
situation that will keep individuala from performing their 
responsibilities.  Every key job must have a peraon who haa been croaa 
trained so that they can take over in an emergency. 
All Hove Day joba should be reviewed in detail juat before the atart of 
Hove Day.  Things will go faat and there will be little time for going 
back over notes.  This aituation ia aimilar to a football coach going 
over key plays just before the team goea onto the field. 
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One laat point on organization:  aa the people reaponaible for the 
phyaical movement of component equipment arrive on Hove Day, they ahould 
be organized into four-man group*.  They ahould appoint a leader who 
will be the peraon to whoa instruction* are given by the Move Control 
Individual*.  Thia Hove Croup Leader will, after receiving instruction*, 
■ee to it that hia group carriea out the ta*k.  The Hove Croup Scheduler 
ia reaponaible for aeeing that computer component* and their related 
item* leave the data center in the proper aequence, baaed on prearranged 
move logistica schedule*.  The Hove Croup Scheduler will aaaign Hove 
Groups to devicea that are ready to go.  The Hove Control Individual 
will then instruct the Hove Croup on the move related characteriatica of 
the item. When the item arrivea at the new location, the Data Center 
Coordinator will direct the Hove Control Individual who, in turn, will 
direct the Hove Croup aa to the final placement of the item.  Thia 
aound* all very formal and it is.  Thia approach will minimize confuaion 
and misunderstanding and will eliminate time-wasting errora.  Thia 
method of pasaing orders and controlling activity haa been uaed 
successfully by the military for yeara.  After all, a computer move ia 
not that different from a well planned military operation when compared 
in abattract terms. 
What is the Hove Hanager doing during Hove Day?  He ia obaerving.  Hia 
work ia done.  If he haa performed hia dutiea thoroughly, there will be 
nothing for him to do.  The people he haa trained and the plana he haa 
made will unfold aa the day progresses.  If he haa overlooked something, 
this may be the worat day of hia life. 
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Informal ion 
On Hove Day there could be aeveral hundred people ready Co participate 
in move activitiea.  It will be important at the beginning and during 
the move to be aure that accurate and current information ia in the 
handa of participating individuala. 
Before the computer ia powered down, a briefing aeaaion ahould be 
scheduled for all participanta.  Thia will inaure that everyone atarta 
together.  There ia the poaaibility that the atarting time will need to 
be delayed.  If everyone attends the briefing aeaaion, everyone will 
know that the achedule has been shifted and by how much.  Any laat 
minute changes can be announced and diacuased if need be.  Final 
selection of alternative Hove Patha can be announced.  Key move control 
people should be introduced so that everyone will know who they are and 
what they will be doing.  The more thia large group knowa about each 
other, the more cooperation and team work will result.  At the briefing 
session, rules and regulations affecting the move and the work being 
done ahould be reviewed.  Safety information and the procedures for 
obtaining firat aid help ahould be made clear.  If meals are to be 
served, the times, places, and who goes on what ahifts muat be 
discussed.  After the briefing session, even the newest participants in 
move activitiea ahould know exactly what they are expected to do and 
when. 
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At Che beginning of the briefing session, fact sheets should be passed 
out to everyone. This sheet should have emergency phone nuabers, acal 
schedules, specisl instructions, snd any other information that ahould 
not be dependent on memory. 
Signa should be placed on all areaa that auat be quickly recognized. 
Destination locations should be referred to in a conaiatent Banner and 
the sign indicsting the room or floor location ahould be eaaily 
recognizable.  Machine locations can be narked out with aaaking tape to 
inaure proper final placement.  Hapa showing locations and routes should 
be made available.  The Hove Path itaelf ahould be aarked with arrowa 
and aigna.  Hazards and apecial Hove Path inatructiona ahould be aarked 
clearly with descriptive aigna along the route of movement whenever 
possible.  The more individuala can do  for themselves, the lesa need 
for close supervision and inatructiona. 
Control 
Of all the thinga that happen on Hove Day, probably the most easential 
to the success of the move is controlling the events and activitiea. 
All of the plana and schedules call for the continuoua coordination of 
interdependent activitiea.  If one area goea faater or alover than 
planned, synchronization will be lost, resulting in confusion and wasted 
time and effort. 
The first requirement is to have a teaa of individuala aasigned to 
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monitoring the predetermined schedules of events.  This group of 
individusls is made up of coordinstors snd schedulers whose task it is 
to observe the events snd to report back to s move control center.  The 
move progress csn be followed on elaborate CANT charts, CPM or PERT 
diagrams.  Probably more uaeful will be simplified charta and liata on 
which progress can be indicated.  The communications network will be 
essential for thia task.  The Hove Control Center snd the Comaninicstions 
Command Center should be located near each other.   Aa tasks are 
completed, the progress should be noted on the schedules.  The expected 
time of completion snd the actual time of completion ahould be noted. 
If the time difference ia great, actiona ahould be taken to either apeed 
up or slow down activitiea in order to cauae aubsequent events to fall 
cloaer to the planned schedule.  Aa thia control feedback loop is 
completed, reasons for delaya ahould be discovered and analyzed to 
determine their criticality.  If a problem ia the cause, corrective 
action must be taken immediately.  Any problem that will reault in 
repetitive delay must take firat priority until it ia reaolved and the 
flow of events can continue. 
Aa the schedules sre being monitored, so too should the inventories of 
items to be relocated be updated accurately aa items arrive at their 
new location.  If an item ia late in arriving, an effort should 
immediately be made to locate it and to determine the reason for the 
delay. 
A difficult but eaaential part of move control centera around the Hove 
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Path.  A few hour* before Che move it expected to begin, aove control 
individuals ahould travel the length of the Hove Path and any alternate 
path*, checking for anything that ia out of place or hazardous to the 
move.  There are many thinga that can influence the use of the Hove 
Path: a last-minute detour, a traffic accident, anew or ice, a broken 
elevator door, a large ahipaent blocking a loading dock.  The Hove Path 
should alao be checked regularly during the aove to be aure conditions 
do not change in some way. 
The Hove Path ahould be cloaed off if poaaible an hour or two before the 
move begins.  This will minimize the risk of danger to byatanders and to 
move personnel alike.  During the move, control of traffic on or near 
the Hove Path muat be maintained.  If the Hove Path goea through 
congested areaa, aecurity personnel or police ahould escort the items 
being moved to help in clearing the path ahead.  The riak of traffic 
accidents, delays or injuries to personnel must be minimized while the 
computer components and other critical items are in tranait. 
Communications 
The communications network on Hove Day muat be continuously available, 
fast, accurate, and not over loaded.  The methoda and capabilities for 
Hove Day communications have been planned and put in place before Hove 
Day.  The network muat be thoroughly teated and refined right up to the 
start of move activitiea.  A break in communications once the move ia 
underway ia a aerioua matter and could directly influence the outcome of 
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the project. 
An assistant Hove Hanager is responsible for Maintaining the 
communications network throughout the move.  Exception reporting, in 
addition to prearranged progress status reporting, should be all that is 
discussed through the comaunicstions network.   This will keep the 
system free for emergencies if they occur. 
A Communications Command Center must be staffed 26 hours a day once the 
move begina.  All communications devices and methods should be 
accessible from this point.  The person in charge of the Communications 
Command Center must be knowledgeable in move activities and muat be 
familiar with where key individuala are expected to be at any time 
during the move.  This center must be able to reach anyone participating 
in or supporting the move at any time.  This includes being able to 
contact stand-by apecialiats located in temporary local lodging as well 
aa key individuals and facilities needed to execut backup or emergency 
plans. 
From the Communications Command Center, individuala reaponaible for 
emergency backup support or on-going operations support during the move 
will be kept informed aa to the progress of the move.  The more these 
support sites know about how the move is going, the faster they can 
swing into action if their services become needed. 
Dec isions 
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Although there will be no time for planning once the move has begun, 
there will be the on-going need for deciaiona to be made.     If planning 
haa been complete, noat of the deciaiona will be predetermined baaed on 
anticipated cventa and conditiona.  Nevertheleaa, some individuala auat 
be reaponaible for seeing that the proper deciaion ia made at the right 
time.  Aa mentioned earlier, the authority to make different levels of 
deciaiona can and ahould be delegated to other membera of the Move Teas, 
but the responsibility for all deciaiona reata with the Hove Manager. 
It muat be clear at all timea exactly who ia reaponaible for what 
dec iaiona. 
As the events of the move unfold, there will be the need for tactical 
deciaiona of all typea.  The moat important deciaion will be when eventa 
neceaaitate ahifting from one predetermined plan to another.  It ia 
important that all changea to the primary course of actiona atay aa 
cloae as possible to predetermined plana and achedulea that everyone ia 
familiar with.  The more familiar people are with what ia expected of 
them, the better job they will do. 
One of the moat difficult deciaiona that may ariae during the move ia 
the reaolution of finger-pointing.  Finger-pointing occura when each of 
two people think that the other ia reaponaible for aome common problem. 
This type of aituation muat be reaolved quickly becauae while the 
arguing ia going on, no conatructive work can.  The reaolution of thia 
aituation ia one of firm diplomacy, probably performed by the Move 
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Manager or hia aaaiatant.  At thia time it ia not important to determine 
who ia at fault for that ia not the real iaaue at hand, but what ia 
important ia to find an acceptable method by which each peraon can work 
with the other to determine what ia really wrong and then correct it 
together. 
At different pointa in time throughout the move, it will be required to 
determine if a taak haa been completed before another taak can begin, 
before a technician can be relcaaed, or before reaponaibiIity ia paaaed 
to another group.  If thia type of formal acceptance ia truly required, 
it ahould be known ahead of time and the detaila of acceptance fully 
understood and documented.  Hove plana ahould include the tine and 
procedures needed to prove out each of the pointa.  Acceptance of thia 
type ahould not be done quickly or compromised under preaaure.  A lot of 
headaches result from the acceptance of improperly completed work. 
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CHAPTER 13 - A CASE TO TIE IT ALL TOCETHER 
To this point we have been exposed to the theory or the abstract 
requirements needed to approach any computer sieve.  As Mentioned 
earlier, each move is unique and different, dependent on siany local 
situationa.  To ahow the validity of thia method of approaching the 
problem of relocating a data processing installation, just described, an 
actual experience where this method was uaed will be preaented. 
The case study will deal with a large computer, critical to the health 
of the organization, being moved under high risk in a very short period 
of time.  (6) 
The proof of the method is in the doing. 
CASE INTRODUCTION 
It was midsummer of 1974 and the Management Information Department at 
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. waa deeply involved in the deaign of a 
new data processing center to be completed early in 1976.  The data 
processing capability had grown at the same dynamic rate as that of the 
company and now office apace for employees and floor apace for computer 
equipment was burating at the seams.  Air Products data processing 
equipment evolved to the current IBH 370 Hodel 165 with two megabyte! of 
memory.  The computer supported the tranditional data processing 
activities along with daily order entry and customer billing, extenaive 
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remote job entry utilization and national remote batch teleprocessing 
applicationa. 
The new data center wn part of a general expansion of the corporate 
hcadquartcra.  The noat current data center deaign technology was being 
integrated into thia new facility.  The new data center was three tiaes 
the aire of the old one, and the layout had been designed to facilitate 
a smooth tranaition to future data processing capabilities and aervicea 
at Air Producta.  A deaign project manager waa aaaigned to the planning 
and building of the facility, and a committee of technical conaultants 
snd Air Products computer operations peraonnel waa formed to aasure that 
the planning and the design were consistent with sll interrelated areas 
of data processing. 
The Study of How Other Companies Hoved Large Computers 
As the physical planning continued, the task of relocating the 45 boxea 
and 200 cablea that made up the 23.U  ton IBM 370/165 computer waa 
approached.  The facility deaign committee put on another hat directed 
toward moving the computer into the new data center once it waa 
completed. 
A atudy of companies that had recently moved large computer systems was 
performed. There were five commonly used strategiea employed by others 
when relocating large machinea. 
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1. Many large coapaniea had two computer coofiguratiooa. 
One would be moved at a tiae while the other remained 
aupporting the coapany'a data proceaaing requirement a 
until the computer being moved waa up and running.  Then 
the aecond would be relocated while the firat would 
aupport the load. 
2. Some coapaniea, although having large ccoputera, did not 
have aevcre daily commitment!.  Thia allowed a longer 
acceptable relocation period. 
3. Another method waa to rent extra computer equipment during 
the move to minimixe the number of devicea that had to be 
relocated at any one time.  Thia extra gear waa returned 
once the move waa completed. 
t*.  Relocation and machine change outa were often combined. 
The new computer waa to be delivered to the new facility, 
inatalled, and teated.  The operationa would be awitched 
from the old to the new machine*, and the old machine would 
be removed. 
5.  Some amaller firaa relied on time-aharing aervicea to aupport 
their computer application* during a relocation. 
Several planning guidea emerged from thia atudy. 
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1. There were few exaaplea of aovea involving large 
coaputer ayateaa chat did not have another computer 
ayatea aupporting the workload during the relocation period, 
2. All novci had aoae fora of eaergency backup planning in 
caae major probleaa occurred getting atarted in the new 
f ac i 1 ity. 
3. At leaat one aan year of planning preceded all aucceaaful 
relocation endeavora. 
4. Final move plana were detailed, coaprehenaive and 
documented. 
5. Hoat moves were coapleted in three or four daya if no 
unuaual probleaa were evident. 
Setting Hove Objectivea and Underatanding the Riak 
The planning committee for the coaputer move began by aetting five 
general objectivea. 
1.  Relocate the coaputer and the Air Producta data proceaaing 
opertiona quickly. 
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2. Hinimize the riak to the corporation of being without the 
data proceaaing capability for an extended period of time. 
3. Minimize the coat of extended downtime to our uaera. 
i*.     Provide for coverage of our critical teleprocessing and 
remote job entry applicationa. 
5.  Hininize the coat of relocating the coaputer. 
Another Hat waa created itemizing the potential problems and risks 
that would have to be fully underatood and evaluated. 
1. The date for the move to the new building ia not definite. 
2. There may be problema debugging the new building utilitiea. 
3. The corporate Haater Hove Schedule ia not available at 
present, and the actual plan will be flexible. 
4. The data center area of the new building will be finished 
first, so we msy be asked to move first. 
5. As with the new building utilities, the data center utilities 
(power, air conditioning, and chilled water) will have to be 
debugged. 
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6. Unforeseen problems will occur no natter how complete the 
plan ia. 
7. The rapid growth of the data processing department'• services 
asy foster a currently unknown application that will have 
to be treated with apecial care at move tiae. 
8. Everything in the data center will be new and unfamiliar. 
This will cauae delays and acne time-consuming errors. 
9. There is a reaaonable chance that there will be aeveral 
hardware bugs caused by dismantling, moving, and 
reconnecting the computer equipment. 
10.  There ia an outaide chance that a major component of the 
machine will be badly damaged cauaing extended downtime. 
With the overall objectives set and the known problems and riaka 
fully understood, the committee's next taak waa to develop alternatives 
for moving the computer that would achieve the ojectivea and minimize 
the riak. 
Selection of Alternativea 
The committee reviewed many alternative plana for moving the 
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computer matching each with the key objectivea Mentioned earlier. 
The following were rejected after the initial study: 
1. Install a new computer in the new building and aell the 
old one after the move ia completed. 
2. Inatall a new computer in the new building and keep the 
old one for future necda. 
3. Hove the coaputer acroaa an extended holiday ao that user 
downtime would be minimited. 
4. Buy all aupport equipment and move the Central Processing 
Unit (CPU) and memory only. 
5. Buy equipment needed for the future now. 
6. Trade key elementa of the computer after the move by uaing 
a second machine temporarily. 
These alternativea either did not meet the baaic objectivea or were 
not possible due to timing or other restrictions. 
The feaaible alternativea that met the objectivea carried different 
levels of risk, incurred several variations of coat and had 
different probabiI itiea of aucceaa over a variable time frame. 
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The five acceptable alternative* were: 
1. Plan to move the computer in aa ahort a period of time aa 
poaaible, doing everything poaaible to minimize riak of 
damage and error.  No backup would be neceaaary due to the 
expected ahort period of time needed for relocation. 
2. Use the IBM 360/65 for our Britiah aubaidiary. Air Products 
Limited (APL), via the satellite communications link aa a 
backup to support only the moat important applications on 
a short-term basis. 
3. Find a nearby company who would let Air Producta uae their 
computer to run critical applicationa during the move. 
4. Find a time-sharing firm who would let Air Producta run 
critical applications during the move. 
5. Rent a computer on a short-term baais that would be 
installed in the new data center before the move.  Critical 
work would be transferred to the new machine, and would 
support the applicationa until the move waa complete. 
Detailed Diacussion of Alternativea 
1.  No Backup During the Hove 
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Advantages:     1)  Simplest and eaaieat to plan (or. 
2) Minimum coat. 
3) Leaat amount of downtime. 
Diaadvantagea:  1)  Little rooa for error and unforeseen 
probleaa. 
2) Maximum impact on our uaera if major 
problems develop. 
3) Complete exposure if a major problem 
occura that keeps the computer from 
processing again. 
2. Air Products Limited to Support Some Uaera 
This alternative could be used aa part of the no backup, 
tine-sharing, and shared-computer alternatives. 
Air Products Limited haa an IBH 360/65 which would allow 
the Data Proceaaing Department to run their critical work 
during the move.  Uaera would see little change in service, 
We would transmit the program librariea and procedurea to 
Air Products Limited before the move. 
3. Use a Nearby Company's Computer 
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Teleprocessing (TP) and remote job entry (RJE) hardware 
would be installed at their data center.  Files, data aeta, 
and libraries would be copied to tape, and all master filea 
weld be duplicated ready to be transported to the data 
center.  Jobs would be delivered with the inputs data via 
courier and output would be returned.  Data Entry achedules, 
control procedures snd output distribution would have to be 
adjusted to meet any run schedule reatrictiona.  Nearly all 
data proceaaing services could be performed during the move. 
Process engineering work could be done by our shared company's 
data center or by APL. 
Fourteen companies were called from Reading to Easton to see 
if they could help in this move, and an inaurance company in 
Easton was willing to handle 15 to 20 houra per day. 
Advantagea:      1.  The inaurance firm had a very poaitive 
attitude and would work toward a 
aucceaaful arrangement. 
2. The firm waa juat a 45-minute dirve from 
Air Producta so courier service could 
be arranged. 
3. They had a large inatallation and could 
off-load to New York for a ahort period 
of  time. 
4. Air  Producta data proceaaing department 
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had worked with Che insurance firs in 
the paat and had eatabliahed a good 
relationahip with their management. 
Diaadvantagea:   1.  The length of time Air Products could 
atay on thia type of aervice waa 
limited becauae of their monthly cycle. 
2. Due to the inaurance firm's growth pi ana, 
Air Producta could be given too little 
computer time. 
3. Air Producta must install aome hardware 
in their center for teleprocessing. 
4. There would be aome technical problem 
in running with their operating system 
and atandarda. 
5. Manpower would be required to run work 
at the inaurance firm*a data center that 
will alao be needed to move the computer. 
6. They did not have double denaity diacs. 
Our data aeta would have to be converted 
to single density before the move. Thia 
could take from 8 to 16 hours of computer 
time and may be a aource of error once 
we begin operations at the insurance 
firm's dsta center. 
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4.  Commercial Time-Sharing Firm 
Technical adjuatmenta would be made to incorporate our 
TP and RJE work.  Filea, data aeta and librariea would be 
copied to tape, and all needed aaater filea would be duplicated 
ready to be tranaported to the tiae-aharing data center.  Joba 
could be aubmitted through RJE terminala or directly 
to the data center via courier during the move.  Output 
could be printed on the RJE terminal or returned by 
courier.  Data Entry achedulea, control procedurea, and 
output diatribution would have to be adjuated to meet 
theae requirement a.  The Proceaa Engineering work could 
be done by the time-aharing data center or at APL. 
Several tiac-aharing companiea were called to meaaure 
the feaaibility of thia alternative. 
The Boeing Computer Service and The Service Bureau Co. were 
large enough to warrant continuing atudy. 
Advantagea:     1.  Air Producta could buy any aervice 
needed for aa much time aa required. 
2. There waa a reaaonable chance that Air Producta 
could not be bumped at the laat minute leaving no backup. 
3. There waa a lot of hardware available, increaaing 
flexibility. 
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Disadvantages:  1.  The cost wn high for this service as were 
preparation coses. 
2. There were some technical problems chat sight 
have been too expensive to aolve 
3. Manpower aust be diverted frcsi the taak of 
relocating the 370/165, putting a lover 
probability of success on the total project. 
5.  Rent Duplicate Equipment 
All Air Products dsta processing services could be provided 
without major impact on uaera.  TP and RJE linea and modems 
would be duplicated for a ahort period of time, but continuous 
coverage during the move would be provided. 
Several companies were consulted about providing a short-term 
lease on an IBM 370/155 or an IBM 370/158 computer.  Through 
these companiea, smaller dealera were approached. All except 
one gave the same reaponae: too expenaive.  They could not 
charge leaa than the IBH monthly leaae charge, nor could they 
make a commitment until within three months of the data needed. 
There were very few uncommitted 370 or large 360 computers 
available. 
IBH was the only company able to arrange a rental agreement. 
This agreement required that Air Producta iaaue a letter of 
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intent seven months before expected delivery. 
Advantages:     1.  Virtually without riak, renting alloved 
the greateat flexibility in acheduling 
the move. 
2. Renting placed the leaat burden on the 
operational groupa for preparation of jobs 
and data to run at an alternate aite. 
3. Movement and reaaaeably of the critical 
piecea of equipment could occur at a pace 
more consistent with the vendor's eatimatea. 
A. Air Producta could "debug" the utilities in 
the new building. 
5. In caae of extenaive damage to critical 
piecea of Air Producta computer equipment 
during the move, the rental period on the 
backup equipment could be extended until the 
damaged equipment can be repaired or replaced, 
6. Control of the aituation would be placed 
entirely in the handa of Air Producta. 
7. The entire ayatem could be relocated with 
no perceptible reduction of aervice to the 
uaer community. 
Diaadvantagea:     1.  Coat:  The entire operation could be 
accomplished  for $140,000 in out-of-pocket 
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rental expense*, plus about $2,500 worth of 
systems programming time for SYSCEH and 
systems debugging.  The coat of duplicate 
linea and node*a would be necesaary regardleaa 
of the method uaed to move the computer. 
Expoaure Time 
A atudy waa conducted of other large computer movea to determine the 
range and diatribution of computer downtime.  After contacting IBM, 
profeaaional computer movers and othera with firathand experience moving 
large computers, an elapaed time frequency diatribution waa compiled. 
This diatribution conaidered total elapaed downtime including takedown, 
transportation, aetup and debugging.  Information on major component 
failures aa well aa machine damage waa incorporated in the data. 
At this point, the critical path of the move activities waa analyzed by 
atudying the eventa of the relocation proceaa.  Several bottlenecks were 
uncovered, and we gained a much better underatanding of the needed 
elapaed time. 
After conaulting our vendora, we agreed that with additional men and 
equipment and more preciae planning and coordination, the move time 
could be ahortened.  Figure A ia the final work/time analyais chart 
ahowing the expected critical path of the move activitiea.  Figure B 
ahowa the two final probability distributions. One curve is the average 
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move time frequency distribution froa our study and the second 
represents the results of the critical path planning to shorten the aove 
tine. 
The Move Window 
The help minimize the potential impact of dovntiae on the corporation, 
we conducted a study to find the longest period of tiae when the 
computer would be least used. We found that our production requireaents 
are at a minimum between the 13th workday of the aonth through the laat 
workday of the month.  Development work could be rescheduled to free up 
this period of time, if needed. 
In this study, we also wanted to find which aonth had the most nuaber of 
days in this slow period of time.  The new data center waa acheduled to 
be finished by January 1976, at the earliest. The aove should be 
completed aa soon aa possible after that to minimize the iapact of two 
new complicating applications due to become operational in the late 
spring of 1976.  A list of possible aove windows was prepared aa 
follows: 
Month Days in Hove Window 
January 12 
February 11 
March 14 
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April 11 
May 12 
Aa a reaulc of Chia analyaia, Air Product a' management decided to 
move the computer atarting the 18th of March 1976. 
The Coat of Each Alternative 
To evaluate the alternative atrategiea for achieving the wove 
objectives, a conprehenaive effort wn made to quantify the Marginal 
coata aaaociated with each alternative.  Aa the alternative* were 
analyzed, three typea of coata emerged. 
1. Direct out-of-pocket coata - Thoae direct coata for an alternative 
that would be aeen aa corporate expenaea on the income atatement. 
2. Indirect coata - Thoae coata aeen aa corporate expenaea on the 
income atatement, but not totally identifiable with an alternative. 
3. Opportunity coata - Thoae indirect coata incurred by diverting 
reaourcea from original uae becauae of an alternative.  Theae 
coata may never ahow directly on the income atatement. 
Direct out-of-pocket coata were obtained from quotatiooa, price 
liata, paat history, and actual calculationa for the following 
coata: 
1.  Computer equipment rental needed during the move, or to overlap 
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the move. 
2. Computer tine charges for known work Co be run at a tiae-aharing 
firm, or at a local coapany'a data center. 
3. Teat tine and preparation coat. 
4. Transportation to and from a remote backup location. 
5. Overtime incurred by department ataff. 
Indirect costs were estimated by direct calculation, past history, 
interviews, questionnsires and personnel knowledge for Che following: 
1. Idle people during the computer downtime. 
2. Suboptimal caah, inventory and operationa management caused by 
delayed computer reporting. 
3. User overtime needed to cover computer-based operationa during 
downtime and catchup. 
Opportunity costs were approximated by interview, peraonnel knowledge, 
and gut-feel of knowledgeable people for the remaining coata: 
1. Coat of idle computer equipment when information and aolutiona to 
problems are needed. 
2. Coat of diarupting the operationa and information flow of a large 
corporation. 
3. Intereat coat of unbilled receivables. 
4. Resources needed for move preparation redirected froa other 
projecta. 
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All coata were prepared individually uaing iron one to 30 daya of 
poaaible downtime.  Thrity daya waa conaidered the longest tiatc the 
coaputer could be inoperable becauae of any poaaible riak.  Theae 
30 daya coat atringa were grouped together by alternative to give 
a complete picture of the direct, indirect, and opportunity coata. 
Riak Analyaia 
After the data waa collected, a computer aimulation program waa 
written to develop a riak curve for each alternative available to 
Air Products.  The riak curve tells management the probability of 
varioua coata being leaa than a particular dollar amount for 
different alternativea. 
The simulation model required the following data input: 
1. Will the backup alternative be uaed? 
2. If the backup alternative ia uaed, what ia probability that it 
will work? What will be the coat of uaing thia alternative? 
3. What are the coata of not having computer aervice by day of 
outage for the backup caae and for the no backup case? What 
is the accuracy of theae estimates? 
A. Will we be using IBM's normal or faat moving plan? 
The aimulation program performed the following procedure 2,000 timea 
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for each alternative considered. 
1. Determine if backup equipment will be used and if io, will it 
work. 
2. Determine if IBH'a faat or normal moving plan will be used. 
Simulate the number of daya to accomplish the move for this 
realiration. 
3. Determine the coat of lost work for thia realization.  If the 
backup works, a sample is taken from the coat curve appropriate 
to the backup alternative.  If the backup doea not work, the 
sample ia taken from the cost curve appropriate to the no backup 
case.  The cost estimates are then modified to reflect the 
uncertaintiea aaaociated with these eatimatea. 
A.  The fixed cost of an alternative ia added to the coata developed 
in step 3 to give an eatimate of a possible cost for an 
alternative. 
The costs for the 2,000 iterations were reported aa a risk curve. 
A typical risk curve output might appear aa follows: 
Probability of the 
Coat Being Leas Than Dollar Amount 
A Particular Dollar Amount     (in thouaanda) 
.00 14.5 
1A7 
.10 23. .2 
.20 30, .1 
.30 36. .7 
.40 43. .2 
.50 50. .6 
.60 58. .7 
.70 68. .2 
.80 78, .2 
.90 100, .7 
.95 152, .4 
.99 201, .3 
1.00 226, .3 
Expec :ted  value -  65 .9 
This riak curve tells Che analyst that the expected coat would be 
$65,900 and that the coat will never be leaa than $14,000 or more 
Chan $226,300.  In addition, 95Z of the tine the coat will be less 
than $152,400.  This alao means that Chere will be 52 chance that 
Che coat will exceed $152,400.  The results of Che Sismlacion 
Analyaia are shown in Figure C.  The uae of renCal equipaenC and 
"Fast IBH Service" waa not conaidered becauae Che renCal equipment 
must backup Che operation for chree ■ooChs. Therefore, Che preaius 
that must bo paid for Che "Fast IBM Service" would be wasted. 
Implications of Che Risk Analyaia OuCput 
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The riak analyaia output was firat analysed to determine if any 
alternative* dominated any othera.  Thia analyaia lead to the following 
concluaiona: 
1. Faat IBM move aervice ia preferred to normal aove aervice. 
2. The uae of the Air Producta Limited backup to aupplement No 
Backup, Local Backup, and Commercial Tine Sharing ia preferred. 
3. Local Backup ia preferred to the uae of Commercial Time Sharing. 
After the dominance analyaia only three feaaible alternativea 
remained. 
They were: 
1. No Backup uaing "Faat IBM Service" and APL backup. 
2. Local Backup and APL backup uaing "Faat IBM Service". 
3. Rent duplicate equipment. 
These remaining alternativea were ranked according to varioua 
deciaion criteria that Air Producta management might consider: 
1. Minimize the expected coat of the move. 
Local Backup and APL        (74.5) 
No Backup and APL (103.A) 
Eent (142.5) 
U9 
2. Maximize the probability that a particular decision will yield 
the aaallcat coat (thia reault wn derived froai a more detailed 
output than ahovn in Figure C). 
No Backup and APL (.70) 
Local Backup and APL (.22) 
Rent (.08) 
3. Minimize the vorat-caae dollar loaa cauaed by thia deciaion. 
Rent (142.5) 
Local Backup and APL        (601.2) 
No Backup and APL (1,309.A) 
A.  Hinimire the out-of-pocket coat of the deciaiona. 
No Backup and APL 
Local Backup and APL 
Rent 
5.  Optimize the utility of money apent on the move.  Conaidering 
the magnitude of the dollars involved in thia deciaion relative 
to total corporate revenue, the utility curve for Air Producta 
ia approximately linear.  Therefore, the reault ia the aaaie aa 
for "minimizing expected coat". 
Local Backup and APL 
No Backup and APL 
Rent 
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The analysis wti turned over to Air Products' management for final 
decision. 
The Decision 
The alternative of renting backup computer equipment during the aove 
period was discarded because of the large out-of-pocket expenae for the 
short-tens utility. 
The total expected cost and the maximum exposure each have cost 
components representing cost elements that are usually overlooked in 
decisions such as this.  By their nature, these coata are estimated and 
impossible to identify clearly.  For thia reason, the management of Air 
Products used the criteria that minimixed the out-of-pocket costs and 
maximized the probability that a particular deciaion would yield the 
smallest cost for moving the computer. 
The decision was made to use the No Backup and APL alternativea in 
moving the Air Producta computer.  Primary efforta would be directed at 
moving the computer equipment and the operations section in as short a 
period of time aa poasible while minimizing the risk of damage to the 
machine. 
Hove Day 
During the early morning of March 18, 1976, the reaults of many hours of 
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planning were already unfolding.  The Coaputer Operations Set ion wn 
well into their accelerated production schedule and the aove window was 
clear.  All production waa completed by 2:00 a.m. and the aajor file 
backup work waa done by 4:00 a.m.  The aovera and the aove teas foreaen 
got their final detailed inatructiona and equipaent checkout at 8:00 
a.m.  A final briefing aeaaion was held at 8:30 a.a. for nearly 200 
people including movers, customer engineers, aove control and 
coordinating peraonnel , construction engineers and building utility 
representatives. 
The actual computer relocation began one half hour ahead of schedule. 
Work waa overlapped to maximize the productivity of every ainute after 
the computer went down.  Short wave radioa were uaed by the aove control 
individuals to bring help to any area that needed it without delay. 
Every activity had a time to begin and a time when it had to be 
completed. 
By 9:43 a.m. the first piece of equipment rolled into the new data 
center and at 2:30 p.m., March 18, 1976, all of the 49 boxes and 168 
cables and hoses that make up the IBM 370/165 coaputer were located in 
the new data center.  During the tiae one team of coaputer custoaer 
engineers waa taking the computer apart in the old data center, another 
team waa assembling the coaputer in the new data center aa the 
coaponents srrived. 
After some initial startup and balancing problems with power and chilled 
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water utilities, the coaputer waa powered up at 12:00 p.m., March 16th. 
Work teaaa were acheduled in ahifta, around the clock, bringing 
different mixes of specialized akilla to each phaae of the inatallation 
proceaa.  Other akilled individuala were atanding by at local lodginga 
to be called in when and if they were needed. 
During the evening, a major coaponent waa diacovered to be daaiaged.  A 
messenger had to be aent to a parta depot 2 houra away and return before 
further installation could be continued. Hany high riak parta had been 
brought in aa atandby aparea but thia waa of no help in thia caae.  Tia>e 
had been aet aside at aeveral key atagea for expected problema.  Up to 
thia point the extra time had not been needed. 
Diagnoatica began aa aoon aa the daaaged coaponent waa replaced and 
tested.  At 8:30 a.m., March 19, 1976, 23 houra after the move began, 
the computer waa alive and well.  It waa planned that aa auch teating aa 
poaaible would be done, both of the computer and of the aupport ayateaa 
and utilitiea. A fire drill waa held. The procedure that switchea over 
to backup power and chilled water waa teated.  Final inatructiona on the 
new data center procedures and equipaent were reviewed with all 
operating personnel. 
By 5:00 p.m., March 19, 1976, 31-1/2 houra after the coaputer aove had 
atarted, all ayateaa were teated and operating smoothly.  The coaputer 
began live processing at that tiae.  The aove went ao aaoothly, with 
auch little impact on the flow of information, that aoae uaera thought 
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we had called off the move   at the laat Minute 
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Figure B 
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Figure C 
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CHAPTER 14 -  FUTURE STUDY 
The case study shoved thst the method described in this psper was 
effective in improving the chsnees for success for that computer move 
project.  One case example does not rigorously and exhaustively prove 
the method.  It will take time and the reaulta of aeveral computer moves 
to prove that this method is superior to others that could be used. 
Areaa that should be studied further are deacribed below. 
No Downtime Hove Examples 
Hoat of the move examples aeen so far will allow aoae amount of computer 
downtime.  As computer applications become a more integral part of 
control and operations, there will be less time that the computer can be 
out of action due to a move.  The extreme end of thia class of move 
projects is when no downtime can be experienced. 
Opportunities to use thia method for approaching the problems of 
relocating a data processing installation ahould be aought out and Che 
results of these moves should be studied and documented. 
Installation Debugging 
There are many reasons why a computer may not come up again after it haa 
been moved.  Hove plannera expend large amounts of time and money in 
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guarding against vorat caae aituationa.  Moat of the ciae, Co Che joy of 
everyone, Che vorat caae doea not occur. 
Reaearch muit be done to more fully underacand thia type of problem 
area.  What typea of probleaa have been experienced?  What cauaed Chea? 
How long did it cake Co correcC Chea?  Hov could Chey have been 
prevenCed? 
Computer Moves That Ran Into Trouble 
Aa mentioned earlier, there are few documented accounCa of computer 
moves that ran into trouble.  Without knowing beCCer, Chia leavea Che 
inpreaaion ChaC all movea are aucceaaful.  Thia ia not Che caae.  The 
inventory of knowledge muat be made more complete by deacribing Chaae 
events and discovering Che cauae of Che problema.  Once Chia Cype of 
information ia available, it ia a relatively eaay taak Co comaenC aa Co 
what could have been done differently Co avoid Cheae probleaa.  People 
learn not only by successes, but also by failurea. 
Uae of Backup Locationa 
As the cricicalicy or number of applicaCiona increaaea, Che eaae of 
uaing anoCher computer to aupporC Che proceaaing load during a move 
becoaes more difficulc.  Reaearch could be done Co find exaaplea of 
backup sites being used Co aupporC large proceaaing requireaenCa during 
move time.  The condiciona, tasks, and flexibilicy needed for aucceaa 
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could be generalized ao Chat othera can acre eaaily prepare for backup 
operationa. 
Alternative Strategiea 
There were many move atrategy and backup alternative mode la diacuaaed in 
thia paper.  Hove projecta ahould be documented, providing caae atudy 
examples for aa many atrategiea aa poaaible.  Thia will be a great help 
to future computer move plannera. 
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